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Project Overview 
 
 

Project 4 Background 
 

 
Project 4 is an evidence based, data driven project centred around the analysis of SmartRider data. The project is 

divided into two complementary projects, one focusing on macro analysis (4.1), investigating large scale patterns 

in the data, and the other on micro analysis (4.2), studying the patterns of individuals. 
 

Project 4.1 Purpose: This project aims to bridge the gap between data and modelling output. A generalised data 

mining framework for analysing travel behaviour patterns was developed. The framework included the ability to 

incorporate explanatory variables beyond transport, such as socio-economic factors, and support the generation of 

indicators along with the automation of data modelling. 
 

Project 4.2 Purpose: This project takes a new, data-driven, approach for learning customer profiles from their 

actual travel patterns. For example, what are the different types of customers? What are the driving factors for hub 

utilisation? To answer these types of questions a system is being developed for querying, analysis and data mining, 

to support the overall knowledge discovery process centred on customers, hubs, and journeys. The project will 

deliver analysis methods for discovering patterns and software tools to facilitate that analysis and for visualisation 

of the results for policy makers. 
 

Research Question(s) 
 

• What are the spatial-temporal transport usage patterns as evident from SmartRider data in relation to socio- 

economic factors? 
 

• What are the origin-destination travel patterns, as determined from SmartRider and other available data, and 

how do they compare to modelled patterns? 
 

• Are there any new patterns of travel which can be discovered through data mining of SmartRider data? 
 

The purpose of this report is twofold, first, to present the results of the outputs of Project 4.1, and second, to 

provide a level of technical detail related to the implementation of the project. 

 

 

Project 4.1 Scope 
 

 
Project 4.1 comprises three case studies, two of which were developed to analyse underlying patterns in the Smar- 

tRider data, while the third case study focusing on visualisation and model interaction. 
 

The first SmartRider case study analysed the relationship between public transport usage, and several established 

factors that influence travel behaviour, accounting for spatial and temporal patterns. Aspects of the analysis include 

identifying important factors relating to travel behaviour in a spatial context and identifying outlier regions, and 

regions that exhibit both slightly better, and slightly worse, public transport utilisation than that expected based 

on the underlying assumptions inherent in the analysis. The second case study centred on the application of “big 

data” concepts to the SmartRider data in order to derive public transport origin-destination information, which 

represents a non-trivial query over the dataset. This involved the development of methods to store the SmartRider 

data, and subsequently generate origin-destination matrices for given subsets of the data. The objective for this 

case study was to enable the Department of Transport to make comparisons with Origin-Destination data generated 

from existing models. Both studies make use of the journey origins within the SmartRider dataset, which is defined 

as the location of the public transport journey start, corresponding with an initial SmartRider tag-on. 
 

A further case study was proposed to investigate methods for the presentation of model outputs and the visual 

exploration of the SmartRider, and associated datasets; this case study was designed to demonstrate the flexibility 

of the underlying software architecture proposed for the project, which acts as a pre-cursor, or prototype, for a 
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decision support system for transport. 
 

 
Framework 

 

 
The project was implemented with a view to bridging the gap between data and model outputs. To achieve this, 

the analysis was conducted within a flexible spatial data analytics software architecture, outlined in the original 

proposal. Implementing the methodology with respect to the architecture comprises several stages: data acquisition, 

data management, exposing the data in a flexible manner (data access), data analysis, visualisation, and finally 

presentation of data within an interactive web dashboard environment. The use of a web-based presentation method, 

along with the proposed data access mechanism, enables multiple users to access a single data source, representing 

the point of truth data, along with associated model. The analytics architecture incorporates linked data with a 

spatial context; including the determination of associated indicators and dimensions derived from the linked data. 

This enables the automated generation of a model given a choice of parameters, thus linking the model and the data. 

Model can then be stored and made accessible via the web through a number of mechanisms, including a model 

summary interface, and the model outputs, enabling the model results to be incorporated into a web dashboard. 

 

 

Data Acquisition, Management, and Access 
 

 
The initial SmartRider data extract was received in February 2017, covering all Smart Rider tag-on and tag-off 

events over a period of approximately 17 months (from the 1st April, ending 30st September 2016). Updates were 

received monthly on data dated 3 months in arrears. This data was loaded into a relational database and exploration 

of optimising the storage method with respect to analysis was undertaken, with an SQL schema identified, in 

conjunction with a Document database approach. 
 

The dimensions influencing travel behaviour were identified, and indicators that encapsulate properties of the 

dimensions were subsequently determined. Corresponding datasets for each indicator were then acquired from a 

variety of sources and incorporated into the analysis system. Sources included Landgate, the ABS Table Builder, 

and via ABS consultancy, which was require to obtain the Estimated Resident Population for 2015. 

 

 

Data Analysis and Visualisation 
 

 
The travel behaviour analysis case study examines the usage of public transport with respect to supply and demand 

characteristics related to public transport, incorporating aspects of both generators and attractors. The underlying 

analysis of the case study lies in the generation of a mathematical model to determine an expected public transport 

usage for an area, in this case for a suburb based on the underlying assumptions of the model. 
 

The travel behaviour model extends previous work on spatiotemporal public transport usage patterns [1]. The 

mathematical model was developed to encapsulate the relationship between public transport usage and a number 

of established factors that influence travel behaviour. The public transport usage in this model is indicated by 

patronage corresponding to public transport journey origins. The influencing factors considered include several 

different dimensions, and the associated indicators that can be used to encapsulate the properties of each dimension, 

and included factors such as public transport service and usage provisions, socio-economic factors, employment, 

and population characteristics 
 

The software architecture facilitated the model generation process. The subsequent issue centred on how to 

consume, or interact with, the travel behaviour model outputs. While there are a number of potential use cases, the 

one that was chosen as a focus for the interaction with the model outputs was the examination of the model residuals 

for the suburbs. The residuals in this case corresponds to difference between the observed public transport usage 

and that expected by the model. It is a property of the model that the residuals correspond to an indication of the 
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utilisation of public transport within the suburb, with values below 0 displaying a lower utilisation than expected, 

and above 0 equating to a better utilisation of public transport than expected (given the assumptions associated with 

the model). Thus, the utilisation value represents a meaningful method for interaction with the model outputs via 

spatial and graph based visualisations, in particular, when the visualisations are linked, and interactive. Aspects of 

the analysis include identifying important factors relating to travel behaviour in a spatial context and identifying 

outlier regions, and regions that exhibit both slightly better, and slightly worse, public transport utilisation than that 

expected based on the underlying assumptions inherent in the analysis, This is lead to the exploration of a number 

of different methods for visualising, and interacting with, both the data and the analysis outputs 
 

The web accessible data and models were presented using four dashboards, each corresponding to a different 

concept: exploration of the model results, exploration of the model results for a particular region, exploration of the 

data behind the model, and finally, exploration of the SmartRider data summarised at the stop level (comprising bus 

stops and train stations) — the data behind the data used to derive the model. In addition, a number of visualisations 

summarising aspects of the SmartRider data were also explored, with a selection presented in this report. These 

visualisations represent outputs from the exploratory data analysis phase of data analytics, which comprises using 

visualisations to explore properties of the underlying data. 
 

The public transport origin destination (O/D) matrix case study experimented with a number of different data 

storage and handling techniques in order to determine a flexible method for the extraction of O/D matrices from 

the SmartRider data. A method was developed using a document database approach that enabled O/D matrices to 

be generated between spatial regions (such as STEM zones and suburbs, for a given set of date ranges. Further, 

the method can also incorporate filters based on SmartRider attributes, for example, to generate an O/D matrix 

for tertiary students. This approach was extended to incorporate destination locations, with an O/D matrix being 

generated based on the stops around a locations as a destination, with the remaining stops acting as origins. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 
The population of the Perth metro, has almost doubled to 2 million in the last ten years and is projected to reach 3.5 

million by 2050. This implies a requirement to increase the use of public transport and change residential density 

and composition. To be prepared, decision support systems are required to aid in evidence based policy generation. 

To achieve this, linked data such as land use, population demographics, and public transport data, are needed in 

order to examine spatial variations in current public transport usage, along with factors that influence this spatial 

distribution. Further, integration of these data and patterns with the existing transport models, and subsequently 

providing access to such models, would facilitate data driven approaches to decision making. 
 

Governments are moving to embrace open data. While this results in more available data that can be incorporated 

into analysis workflows, the data is rarely published in a form that facilities this. In particular, the generation of 

an indicator associated with a dataset is often required, for example in the determination of road network density, 

or transport service provision. The temporal nature of such datasets, while enabling spatiotemporal analysis of 

patterns, also exacerbates such issues. 
 

Consequently, there is a gap between data availability and a user’s ability to explore that data and subsequently 

using it to inform decisions with. This gap is primarily due to difficulties in data access, handling and analysis. In 

this project, we propose a spatial data analytics framework for analysing and visualising travel behaviour patterns. 

The framework includes the ability to incorporate explanatory variables beyond public transport, such as socio- 

economic factors, employment type, resident population density and urban form. The framework also supports 

the generation of indicators through the automation of data handling steps. A central role in data processing and 

analytics is devoted to harmonising the data from various data and service providers. One of the key issues of 

integrating various data sources is that some of the above factors vary across spatial scales, making comparison of 

various indicators and decision making difficult. Moreover, when integrating data into different models, outputs 

have different spatial resolutions. There are two main transport models used in Perth; the Regional Operations 

Model (ROM24) and the Strategic Transport Evaluation Model (STEM), used by different government agencies. 

ROM24 currently has 1,160 traffic zones whereas STEM has 472. It is desirable to allow for comparison among 

these model outputs where feasible and to upscale, or downscale model results to various statistical geography 

levels where necessary. 
 

The method proposed in this report represents a proof of concept stage for a web based decision support system 

for transport. A number of data themes incorporating a spatial context, or dimensions, and associated indicators, 

were combined and made accessible via a web-based data interface. This solution offers the ability to dynamically 

extract the data at a chosen spatial resolution. This extract then represents an interpreted data layer generated from 

the underlying dataset, which exhibits the properties of the data; that is, the outputs relate to transport indicators, 

rather than the data itself. For example, road density can be used as an indicator of urban form [1]; the proposed 

approach gives a user access to the indicator road length per km2 at the requested spatial resolution, rather than 

the entire road network for the state of Western Australia, the corresponding underlying data. Consequently, the 

method used in this project deviates from the traditional approaches to data access, such as the government open 

data portal, due to the interpretation layer provided between the user and the underlying data. The method provides 

both a view on the data for exploration and visualisation, along with an analytics view that can be incorporated 

directly into a model. Thus, the intention of the proposed approach is to facilitate access to indicators relevant to 

factors influencing public transport, and to encourage live models to be developed that dynamically linked directly 

to the data indicator output. 
 

This project will inform policy making by bridging the gap between data and modelling outputs. A generalised 

data mining framework for analysing public transport travel behaviour patterns was proposed. The design of the 

framework incorporates the ability to include explanatory variables beyond transport, and supports the generation 

of indicators along with the automation of data modelling. Two specific case studies, generated through the guid- 

ance of the Project 4 Steering Committee and centred on examining the SmartRider data, were used to inform the 
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implementation of a prototype of the framework. These case studies comprise the Travel Behaviour model [1], 

and the generation of the Origin-Destination matrix for public transport. The first SmartRider case study analysed 

the relationship between public transport usage, and several established factors that influence travel behaviour, ac- 

counting for spatial and temporal patterns. Aspects of the analysis include identifying important factors relating to 

travel behaviour in a spatial context and identifying outlier regions, and regions that exhibit both slightly better, and 

slightly worse, public transport utilisation than that expected based on the underlying assumptions inherent in the 

analysis. The second case study centred on the application of “big data” concepts to the SmartRider data in order to 

derive public transport origin-destination information, which represents a non-trivial query over the dataset. This 

involved the development of methods to store the SmartRider data, and subsequently generate origin-destination 

matrices for given subsets of the data. The objective for this case study was to enable the Department of Transport 

make comparisons with Origin-Destination data generated from existing models. Both studies make use of pub- 

lic transport journey origins within the SmartRider dataset, which is defined as the location of the journey start, 

corresponding with an initial SmartRider tag-on. 
 

A third case study was developed to examine potential interaction with the models and data contained within 

the prototype system. This case study involved investigated methods for the presentation of model outputs and 

the visual exploration of the SmartRider, and associated datasets; this case study was designed to demonstrate the 

flexibility of the underlying software architecture proposed for the project, which acts as a pre-cursor, or prototype, 

for a decision support system for transport. 
 

The SmartRider case studies drove the data collection, interpretation, storage, and access. The data mining meth- 

ods used and the subsequent visualisations, and visualisation techniques were specific to the data and analysis in 

question. In addition, the processing workflow in generating the Travel Behaviour model was automated, enabling 

a number of variations of the model to be generated. The web dashboard created as a results of the third case study 

was used as an example of the web delivery for the Travel Behaviour case study result, and the data underlying the 

model. Subsequent case studies will be identified through consultation with PATREC project partners in the next 

phase of Project 4. 

 
 
 
 

2 Research Questions 
 

 
The main research questions addressed in this project are as follows: 

 

• Travel Behaviour model - What are the spatial-temporal public transport usage patterns as evident from 

SmartRider data in relation to socio-economic and other factors? 
 

• Public transport origin-destination matrix - What are the origin-destination travel patterns as determined from 

SmartRider and how do they compare to modelled patterns? 
 

A third related research question pertains to the determination of methods for visualising the model output and the 

underlying data, in a manner that aids in interpretation, using a web based format. 
 

 
 

3 Scope of Work 
 

 
This project takes a macro approach to examining the SmartRider data by analysing large scale patterns in transport 

usage. The two case studies were be used to focus this analysis. The first, travel behaviour, explores the relation- 

ship between public transport usage and localities, while the second encompasses the development of methods to 

generate origin-destination matrices, enabling the analysis of the subsequent results by the Department of Trans- 

port, specifically, comparing the public transport origin-destination data encapsulated in the SmartRider data with 
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Figure 1: Overview of methodology framework for Project 4.1 case studies. 
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3.1 Travel Behaviour 
 

 
The first case study extends previous work on spatiotemporal transport usage patterns. A mathematical model 

was developed to explore the relationship between public transport usage and a number of established factors (di- 

mensions) that influence travel behaviour [1]. The public transport usage in this model is indicated by patronage 

corresponding to public transport journey start locations. The influencing factors considered include several differ- 

ent dimensions, and the associated indicators that can be used to encapsulate the properties of each dimension. The 

incorporated indicators are derived from several data sources, such as public transport service and usage provisions, 

socio-economic factors, employment, and population characteristics. 
 

Incorporated into this analysis is the conversion of a static case study, conducted in 2009, into a living model, 

one which can be generated automatically to incorporate up to date information. Further, as the previous study 

was conducted on 2009 data, general patterns between the 2009 and 2015/2016 travel behaviour models were also 

considered. In particular, both models encapsulated a substantial amount of the variability with respect to public 

transport usage. This indicates that the influencing factors capture travel behaviour, and are relatively stable over 

time. 
 

The spatial component is incorporated in the model by considering a spatial area, such as a suburb or ABS sta- 

tistical area, as an aggregation resolution in order to determine the observations to train the model. The temporal 

aspect is determined by accounting for the time of day when determining service provision, along with accounting 

for time of day when generating variations of the model. 
 

The model outcomes were used to explore a number of problems. First, identifying the most important predictors 

of travel behaviour in a spatial context, including analysing what are the biggest impacts on travel behaviour, for 

example, does a high proportion of students, or service access, impact patronage. Similarly, factors that do not 

influence travel behaviour were also be of interest. Second, considering the service provisioning in comparison to 

service usage, or patronage, in a spatial context. In particular, this component focused on visualisations to aid in 

the presentation of these factors. Third, by using a property of the model output, areas that show a greater, or lesser, 

public transport utilisation can be investigated. This process incorporates a combination of the model output and 

the actual usage to identify outliers, or anomalous areas. For example, in identifying potentially under-used areas, 

and areas in which to concentrate resources or employ methods to increase the usage of existing services. 
 

Finally, there is the potential for greater interaction with the spatial model via a web dashboard (see Section 5.2). 
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Figure 2: Data framework for travel behaviour analysis. 
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Figure 2 details the indicators and the associated dimensions used. The following is a broad overview of the 

method used to generate the mathematical model at a given spatial resolution: 
 

1. Extract the indicators from the underlying data for a given spatial resolution, via a web query. 
 

2. Generate each dimension using an amalgamation of indicators that encapsulate the properties of the dimen- 

sion. 
 

3. Calculate the public transport usage information that summarises patronage, SmartRider journey origins, for 

a given period, at the given spatial resolution. 
 

4. Create a regression model that captures the relationship between the public transport usage and the influencing 

factors, the selected dimensions. 

 

 

3.2 Public Transport Origin Destination Travel Patterns 
 

 
The second case study comprised developing methods for the generation of public transport origin destination 

(O/D) matrices. Analysis of the resulting O/D matrices focused on the comparison with existing origin-destination 

data within STEM. This case study required the development of database approaches for relating trips in the Smart 

Rider data to journeys. The calculation of an O/D matrix represents a non-trivial query, consequently, “big data” 

concepts were also considered when designing the query approach. The aim of thus case study is to create a system 

that enables a flexible approach to the public transport O/D matrix generation through the use of database queries. 

Subsequent to development, the methods were tested, and then used to perform the queries to generate the O/D 

matrices for a number of both time of day and date periods at the STEM zone spatial resolution. 
 

The SmartRider data enables scope for flexibility in the querying of the data. For example, fields can be filtered to 

determine patterns for specific demographics, such as health care card owners. Further, the data is linked to point 

locations, corresponding to train stations and bus stops, which facilitates analysis at different spatial dimensions. 

Therefore, subsequent analysis will concentrate on the generation of alternate origin-destination matrices. This will 

be achieved by leveraging the flexibilities in the developed query approach, in conjunction with the fields available 

in the smart rider data extract. This extension was also identified as a potential future linkage with Project 4.2, 

which identified demographics within the SmartRider data that is not indicated by a Smart Card field, for example, 

Project 4.2 identified cards belonging to office workers. 

 

 

3.3 Requirements 
 

 
• Data: The analysis was undertaken using the Smart Rider data as the primary information source, supplied 

by the PTA and NetBI, with secondary data sources such as ABS data, Curtin internal data sources (education 

based datasets), and the Western Australian government open data portal (Landgate and associated spatial 

datasets). 
 

• At a spatial level, the project considered the entire metropolitan system, incorporating Suburbs as the spa- 

tial resolution for examining the travel behaviour patterns, and the STEM zones for examining the origin- 

destination matrices. In addition, nominated areas of interest were also considered and incorporated into the 

origin destination analysis. 
 

 
 

4 Methodology 
 

 
Figure 3 shows an overview of the software framework that was designed to incorporate the components required 

for the project.  The framework covers aspects from the collection of the data, to the presentation of results in 
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Figure 3: Overview of system architecture approach used. 
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4.1 Source Data and Data Discovery 
 

 
In this phase, the required datasets related to a given problem area are determined, and subsequently grouped into 

themes. The datasets relating to each theme are then investigated to ascertain which datasets are available; where 

datasets are unavailable, properties may need to be inferred from other available datasets within a theme. 
 

This process was undertaken for each case study; Table 1 contains a broad overview of the identified indicators 

and dimensions required. 

 
 

Table 1: Overview of the indicators and dimensions required for each case study. 
 

Case Study Dimension Indicators 
 
 
 

Travel Behaviour 

Public transport usage. SmartRider trips. 

Public transport service provision. Number of stops/stations. 
 

Land use. 
Population density, student population densities, 

and employment densities. 

Urban form. Road density, and proximity to the city. 

Socio-economic. Rent, car ownership, and income. 

Origin / Destination Journeys. SmartRider trips. 
 

 
 

4.1.1 Primary Data - SmartRider Data 
 

 
The SmartRider dataset was required for both case studies. After determining the relevant fields and streamlining 

the transfer process, the initial SmartRider data extract was received on the 1st of February 2017. The extract 

comprises all trips beginning the 1st of April 2015, and ending on the 30th of September 2016, approximately 150 

million trips in total; the breakdown of the number trips by month is shown in 4. The data extracts were received in 

the form of a comma separated value (CSV) file, with each row in the data corresponding to a single trip. That is, 

a single tag-on, or boarding, location and a corresponding tag-off, or alighting, location were detailed in each row 

of the dataset. The fields within each row used in this project are summarised in Table 2. The process of receiving 

data from NetBI was streamlined to facilitate the transfer of additional data extracts, which were received monthly, 

for dates three months in arrears. 
 

The initial data extract received was in the form of a 25GB comma separated value (csv) file, which was subse- 

quently loaded into a both a flat tables format in a database, and a Hadoop distributed file system, both of which 

were subsequently explored a potential mechanisms for batch processing of the trip data. An exploration of the 

different data storage mechanisms, and associated efficiencies, form part of the technical implementation of the 

case studies, and will be discussed in Section 5.1. 
 

To extract the required outputs from the Smart Rider data, several script based queries were developed, for example 

enabling the extraction of the number of tag-ons for each bus stop during the weekday AM peak. The outputs for 

the queries were stored in the database and used as the basis for the analysis of travel behaviour patterns. Similar 

queries were designed for the calculation of the origin destination analysis. 

 
 

4.1.2 Secondary Data 
 

 
Several secondary datasets were required to derive the indicators for the travel behaviour case study. Much of the 

secondary data was sourced from either the ABS (via Table Builder), and the Western Australian government open 

data portal1. The source data was acquired in a range of formats, including spatial databases, ShapeFiles, comma 

1Western Australian Government Open Data - ?iiTb,ff/aiaXraX;QpXam 
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Table 2: Fields in use for project analysis. 

Attribute Description 

The type of transaction recorded for the tag on. This is usually some form of Tag on 
On Transaction 

 

 
On Reference 

Date 

Journey 
 

 
EtimCode 

 

or Transfer. 

The SmartCard sequence number assigned to the transaction. This is used to determine 

the sequence of transactions for a given SmartCard. 

The transaction date/time (yyyymmddhh24miss) of the boarding and alighting trans- 

action. 

The relative number of journeys for the SmartCard in the month. The first journey for 

the SmartCard in the month is 1, the second journey is 2, etc. 

The service (or route variant) for the trip such as 949F. 949 is the route. F means 

FROM PERTH (outbound), T means TO PERTH (inbound). FA, FB, FC are all dif- 

ferent outbound route variants. 

Mode The transport mode 

Zone The zone of the boarding stop 

The boarding stop. Use this to join to the reference files (refer attached) to get the stop 
Location  

details. 

Off Zone The zone of the alighting stop 

The alighting stop. Use this to join to the reference files (refer attached) to get the stop 
Off Location  

details. 

Token The type of passenger fare. 

TicketType The type of ticket used. 

A journey identifier that can be used to group transactions (i.e., tag ons, transfers, tag 
JourneyID 

 

 
JourneySequence 

 

offs, etc) into a single journey. 

The sequence of the trip (leg) within the Journey. Journey sequences commence from 

1 and increment by one for each leg (except for 15min trips which are not considered 

to be a trip as these transactions occur at the same stop within 15 minutes). 

TransactionAmount The value of the transaction. 
 

 
separated value, and Excel. Where possible, aggregate (non-spatial) data was acquired both at the SA1 and Suburb 

level. For a detailed description of the indicators used for each dimension, refer to Section A of the Appendix. 
 

While the datasets chosen were used to derive the dimensions required to generate the Travel Behaviour model, 

it should be noted that in some instances there are multiple methods, and datasets, that can be used to derive an 

indicator or dimension. For example, one of the data indicators required generation, the proximity to the city, and 

proximity to a train station. Proximity to the city is an indicator of urban sprawl, and is one of the urban form factors 

that has been identified as influencing public transport usage. In part, this is due to the distribution of employment 

centred around the CBD. The initial indicator used to represent proximity to the city is the straight line distance 

from the centroid of a region, for example a suburb, to the Perth CBD. However, proximity to the city could be 

extended from this straight-line distance through exploration of further methods that indicate accessibility to the 

city centre and urban sprawl. At this stage, due to licensing restrictions, methods that could be used to calculate a 

better metric for proximity to the city are unavailable. For example, if the licenses were available, the Google Maps 

API could be used to generate a further dataset comprising both the travel time and distance for driving, walking 

and catching public transport. While only a single figure is provided via the API for travel times and distances, 

by combining calculated travel times determined over multiple intervals, a more accurate representation of travel 

time can be derived. Similarly, travel times can be calculated during the AM or PM peak, while also adjusted peak 

periods according to destination as different areas may experience different peaks at different times of the day. This 
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Figure 4: Total number of trips by month. 
 

 
approach would eliminate the disadvantage of using the travel time from a specific time point. 

 

 
4.2 Load Data (Extract-Transform-Load) 

 

 
The initial stage in the creation of the data warehouse, the storage and access mechanism for the data, is the loading 

of the identified datasets into a database system, enabling access to the data and generated outputs derived form the 

secondary data, along with the extracts determined over the SmartRider data. The automation of this data import 

process facilitates temporal analysis, visualisation, the modelling, and the import of like data. This stage has two 

components: the loading of data into the data store; and feature extraction, the derived indicators, required for 

multivariate analysis. To add a dataset to the data repository (ETL), the data must be transformed to a Database 

structure, or schema: such structures centre on the spatial and temporal context within the data store. Indicator 

generation through feature extraction is required to add a layer of interpretation on the raw data. For example, 

determining indices from data, such as ranked deciles from ordinal data, or PCA for dimensionality reduction for 

multidimensional themed data. Spatial aggregation was, in some instances, needed to be employed to determine 

properties from data at the appropriate spatial context. For example, processing of SmartRider data at the bus stop 

and train station level to express properties of the data within a given area, such as a s suburb. 
 

The datasets, comprising SmartRider extracts and secondary datasets, were loaded into a data warehouse infras- 

tructure in a form ready for further analysis, with flexible querying enabling adjustment of output associated with 

each dataset, where required. The following methodology was applied for each identified dataset: 
 

1. Identify data source and subsequently acquire the data. A number of data sources were used, including ABS 

and the Western Australian Government Open Data portal. 
 

2. Develop a program to automatically upload the data to two databases, an SQL spatial database was used for 

spatial data and selected fields used for filtering, while all data associated with a dataset was incorporated 

into a document database and linked to the SQL database. This approach combines the flexibility of a docu- 

ment database approach to data access and the spatial flexibility of the PostGIS extension to the PostgreSQL 

Database Management System (DBMS). 
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3. Develop Software APIs to enable both the data, and an associated indicator, to be extracted at a given spatial 

resolution. 
 

Where multiple spatial resolutions were available for a dataset, the process was repeated for each resolution. For 

example, the estimated resident population was stored at both the suburb aggregation level, and at the ABS Statis- 

tical Area 1 level. Included in the database is metadata regarding the extraction of the original data, such as the url 

of the data source used, and date accessed. 
 

Additionally, the above process enables data to be updated more efficiently, providing the data extracts are received 

in the same, or similar format. Further, where required, the data can be extracted given an analysis spatial region. 

The latter enables the dimensions to be automatically extracted given an analysis spatial layer, thus potentially 

decoupling analysis resolution from the resolution used to store the data. This is necessary where a particular dataset 

is not available at the analysis resolution. In this case, a higher spatial resolution is preferred when determining the 

spatial aggregation. The method also incorporates the ability to store the same dataset at multiple resolutions in 

order to avoid on-the-fly spatial aggregation; for example, ABS datasets can be extracted at a number of resolutions 

from Table Builder. 
 

In the case of spatial data, rather than spatially contextual data (e.g., population counts), the generation of spatial 

indicators is calculated on the fly for a given spatial resolution. For example, road density per km2 for a given 

suburb is generated by determining the total road length within the suburb, and then normalising by using the area 

of the suburb. Consequently, unlike spatially contextual data, such as the population, the spatial aggregation is 

generated directly from the source data. 

 

 
4.3 Web API (and database design) 

 

 
This stage is used to provide data as a service, giving access to the data store to increase data accessibility and data 

interoperability with the data modelling algorithms. This was achieved by setting up access to the data store through 

a web API, a URL based web accessible link, and corresponding software APIs, similar functionality that define 

how the data store can be accessed from within software source code. This required a layer of interpretation over 

the data store to allow access to the data through a URL, returning data in the JavaScript object notation (JSON) 

format. Access to the data is provided through two mechanisms, the first is access to the underlying data, which 

can be used for visualisation, the second comprises access to an indicator derived from the data, which can be used 

in further analysis, and potentially used as a summary of the data within a visualisation technique. This enables 

both the presentation of results, along with aiding in the exploratory data analysis of the variables, through visual 

exploration of the data. 
 

The outputs are currently return in JSON, or CSV formats. The former is used for visualisation and on the fly 

data analysis, such as the regression models developed in the data analysis phase, while the latter can be used to 

provide access to the data via downloading of a CSV file. The latter can be adapted to return the data within Excel 

spreadsheets. 
 

The developed web APIs enable the automated generation of the regression model, as calls to the web API can 

be embedded in the web service used to generate the model. This will facilitate dynamic and flexible generation of 

new models. Additionally, the underlying data for the model can be accessed external to the model, for example, 

visualisations can be generated from the underlying data, or indicators, for each dimension. 

 

 

4.4 Data Analysis 
 

 
The data analysis component is responsible for the generation of the indicators and dimensions, and subsequently 

the models used the Travel behaviour patterns case study. Data analysis related to the two SmartRider case study 

areas was integrated into the framework. Aspects of each were then be automated and the data exploration and 
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modelling integrated within web APIs, enabling the results of the models to be accessed as a web service, via a 

URL. This process enables appropriate model outputs to presented within a web dashboard. 
 

For the Travel Behaviour model case study, the developed web APIs were used to access the indicators, and 

resulting dimensions, required for the analysis. This moves the first stage of data analysis onto the data itself, 

and results in the appropriate indicator generation method being applied in the generation of the components of 

each dimension. For example, standardisation and dimensionality reduction could be applied to the data, or just 

standardisation. Thus, the model generation process can incorporate the generated dimensions directly through 

the web API without requiring the logic required to access and process the underlying indicators. Further, where 

necessary, the indicators are determined with respect to the area of each locality. This is done to ensure different 

areas are comparable, as localities can vary in geographic size. That is, attributes such as population density are 

used rather than the population count. The above process is described in detail in Section 5.2 
 

The O/D matrices are calculated from queries executed over the SmartRider data, and subsequently stored in the 

database and can subsequently be extracted as JSON or csv files. This process is done in batch for all O/D results 

generate for a specific query sequence, such as generating all the O/D for a specified spatial layer. However, this 

process can be converted to a web API if visualisation of the O/D matrix is required, or if a single matrix is required 

for extraction. The overall process used the generated and extract O/D matrices will be discussed in more detail in 

Section 5.4 

 

 

4.5 Visualisation 
 

 
The visualisation component serves two purposes: exploratory data analysis, using visualisations to present and 

explore the underlying properties of the SmartRider dataset, and investigating visualisations for presenting results 

related to the case study outputs. A number of visualisations, including thematic maps and scatter plots were 

explored as means of conveying the outputs from the Travel Behaviour model, while a number of methods were 

also considered for visualising the underlying data behind the model, with respect to both the SmartRider and 

secondary data. 

 
 

4.5.1 Method 
 

 
A python data analytics environment was used for the initial exploratory data analysis visualisations, examples 

of which are demonstrated in the following section, each corresponding to a different method for viewing the 

SmartRider data. 
 

JavaScript visualisations based on HTML5 outputs, such as Data Driven Documents (D3.js), and Dimensional 

Charting (DC.js), were use to create the visualisations use in the final dashboards. This approach was taken due 

to the accessibility, cross device compatibility, and interactivity enabled by a web approach. Visualisations for the 

presentation of results, or for visual data exploration, can be generated by accessing the data outputs, either as the 

stored data or a processed data output (indicator), through the provided web APIs. The visualisations were then 

embedded within a web dashboard, a process discussed in more detail in Sections 4.6 and 5.3 

 
 

4.5.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 
 

 
Initial exploratory data analysis (EDA) focussed on visualising query results based on extracts of initial boardings 

indicating the public transport journey origin, and end point of the journeys at the suburb level. Examples of this 

EDA are shown in Figures 5 to Figure 9. 
 

Figure 5a and Figure 5b show the public transport journey origins by suburb summarised as the daily average 

for a weekday, with the circle size represents the number of journey origins within the suburb. Figure 5a displays 
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(a) Average initial boardings (public transport journey 

origins) during the weekday AM peak period from 6am 

to 9am, by suburb for all travel modes. 

(b) Average initial boardings (public transport journey 

origins) during the weekday PM peak period from 3pm 

to 6pm, by suburb, for all travel modes — excluding 

boardings in Perth. 
 

Figure 5: Average number of weekday public transport journey origins 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Average initial boardings (public transport journey origins) during the weekday PM peak 

period from 3pm to 6pm, by suburb, for all travel modes — including boardings in Perth. 

 
 

the AM peak averages, with the AM peak being defined as the period between 6 am and 9 am. Figure 5b and 

Figure 6 show the corresponding information for the PM peak period, defined as the period between 3 pm and 

6pm. Figure 5b depicts all suburbs excluding Perth. Figure 6 is provided for reference, and equates to Figure 16, 

but this time including journey origins from Perth. Due to the dominance of the CBD as an attractor (PM public 

transport origin), the remaining suburbs lack clarity. While the morning peak public transport journey origins are 
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(a) Average number of trips (SmartRider tag ons) dur- 

ing the weekday AM peak period from 6am to 9am, by 

suburb, for all travel modes –- excluding boardings in 

Perth. 

(b) Average number of trips (SmartRider tag ons) dur- 

ing the weekday PM peak period from 3pm to 6pm, by 

suburb, for all travel modes –- excluding boardings in 

Perth. 
 

Figure 7: Average number of trips (SmartRider tag ons) 
 

 
relatively spread out, the presence of attractors is clear in the PM peak average daily journeys. In the case of the 

latter, areas such as those surrounding West Perth, East Perth, and Crawley, Bentley, Murdoch and Fremantle all 

display a relatively large number of initial boardings. 
 

Figure 8 shows the same information, AM peak initial boardings, but in this instance visualised in the form of a 

bar chart plot that includes population for reference, indicated by the width of the bars. 
 

As the SmartRider tagging on and off events are associated with bus stops and train stations, locations, the Smar- 

tRider data can be explored at any spatial resolution, included using the bus stop/train station locations. Figure 9 

shows the density map created using tag-on events at a stop level as a preliminary result for high density tag-on 

location detection; areas of high tag-on density are shown with respect to overall tag-on event density.In this case, 

a spectral colour scheme was used to create the density map, which ranges from red (lowest density), to orange, 

yellow, green, and then blue (highest density). 

 

 

4.6 Web Dashboard 
 

 
A web portal was developed to integrate the generated visualisations, and present the results of the travel behaviour 

model. In addition, the web portal highlights the flexibility of the approach associated with the proposed framework. 

The portal acts as an interface to the generated models, and comprises a number of dashboards that show different 

concepts associated with interacting with the models, and the data behind the models. The portal acts as a case 

study for the proposed framework, and is discussed further in Section 5.3. The web dashboards were designed 

demonstrate the presentation of outputs in a dynamic and interactive manner, with a focus on the spatial presentation 

(mapping) of the model outputs. The advantages of this approach are the provision for users to interact with the 

visualisations, which is particularly important for spatial visualisations, and the relative ease of dissemination of 
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Figure 8: Average number of public transport journey origins during AM Peak (6-9) on a weekday by 

Suburb centroid (top 30) – the width of the bars indicates the population of the suburb derived from the 

estimated resident population (2015). 

 
 

information, as the dashboards can be accessed through a web browser. 
 

It is envisaged (and hoped) that this method of presenting data, through interactions with the dashboard visual- 

isations, will result in questions, and subsequently requests, for further datasets, models, and model outputs from 

government agency users. 
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Figure 9: Density map - Areas of high tag on density ranging from red representing the lowest density, 

with red orange, yellow, green and blue representing progressively high trip densities (base map data: 

Open Street Maps). 
 

 

5 Case Studies 
 

 
The case studies were implemented using the proposed software framework, which was implemented using open 

source software and software libraries. Data storage was achieved using a combination of PostgreSQL/PostGIS 

and MongoDB, and the web API framework was developed using Django in conjunction with a number of python 

libraries, including Pandas and Sci-kit Learn. The visualisation in the front end web pages were generated using 
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the Data Driven Documents (D3.js) and Dimensional Charting (DC.js) JavaScript libraries, and Leaflet (Leaflet.js) 

was used for the slippy web map interface. The contextual background maps, base layers, for the figures presented 

in this report were access through the Open Street Map web APIs.2 

 

The outputs for the origin-destination matrix generation case study were provided directly to the Department 

of Transport in the form of CSV and JSON files comprising the total, and average, number of journeys per day 

originating from, and terminating at, each STEM zone. The remaining two case studies, the travel behaviour 

analysis and the dashboards, were incorporated into a web portal, which acts a starting point to accessing the model 

outputs and associated visualisations. The web portal enables a user to select a model and subsequently view either 

a web page detailing the properties of the model, or the dashboard visualisation incorporating the outputs, and 

ancillary data, associated with the selected model. 

 

 

5.1 Data Management - Data Warehouse and Data Lake 
 

 
The process for storing and accessing data in the data warehouse, in particular secondary linked data, was discussed 

in Section˜4. The SmartRider data management differed from this approach in that extract from queries executed 

over the SmartRider data were stored in the data warehouse, rather than the SmartRider data itself. This was due 

to the non-trivial nature of querying the data, and thus the time taken to execute a query over the SmartRider 

data. Consequently, to facilitate timely access to the SmartRider query results, preprocessing was required. This 

process comprises storing the SmartRider data, in a manner analogous to a data lake, and then extracting and 

storing features within the data warehouse, accessible via the web interface. Examples of such features include the 

origin-destination matrix, and summaries of public transport use delineated by suburbs, 
 

Three mechanisms were used to store the SmartRider data extract: 
 

1. A flat file stored in the database, generated through a direct import of the CSV data file received from NetBI. 
 

2. A normalised schema in the SQL databased designed to facilitate the linking of trips to individual journeys 

within the data. 
 

3. A document database store, in which each card was treated as an object, or entity, in the database, containing 

all the journeys associated with the card, and with each journey comprising the individual trips associated 

with the journey. 
 

While the first method was sufficient for calculate public transport journey origins by suburb, the second and third 

methods were developed as different methods to calculate the origin-destination matrix. This was required as a 

journey can comprise multiple trips, and thus to calculate the journey origin and destination, an efficient method of 

linking the trips that comprise a single public transport journey was required. The data management, and associated 

schemas employed, are discussed in more detail in Appendix C. 

 

 

5.2 Travel Behaviour Analysis 
 

 
The travel behaviour analysis case study examines the usage of public transport with respect to supply and demand 

characteristics related to public transport, incorporating aspects of both generators and attractors. The underlying 

analysis of the case study lies in the generation of a mathematical model to determine an expected public transport 

usage for an area, in this case for a suburb based on the underlying assumptions of the model. This model was 

based on the model presented in [1, 2]. In this section, an overview of the model generation method is presented; 

for details on the analysis behind the model generation and information on the underlying assumptions incorporated 

into the data used in the model, please refer to [1, 2] 

2OpenStreetMap – ?iiT,ffrrrXQT2Mbi`22iKaTXQ`;f+QTv`B;?i 
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The travel behaviour model was generated by aggregating dependent and independent variables over a spatial 

region. In this case, the 2011 ABS suburb boundaries were used as the aggregation regions. A number of datasets 

were aggregated, and then combined to form the feature vector representation of the independent, or explanatory, 

variables for each suburb. Details of the datasets used in the generation of the independent variables are detailed 

in the appendix, Section A. Where possible, datasets derived for suburb data were used, for example, by selecting 

the suburbs as the reporting geography in table builder. If the dataset was not available at the required spatial 

resolution, an alternate dataset representing the highest resolution available was used to generate the aggregation 

at the required resolution. Spatial data was aggregated from the source data, as described in Section 4.2. The 

SmartRider journey origins were used to generate the dependent variable for the model. The public transport usage 

for each suburb was determined using the sum of the SmartRider journey origins over the period represented in the 

database. In this case approximately 18 months, using the bus stops and train stations located within a suburb to 

determine the spatial aggregation of the journeys. 
 

There are a number of use cases for the resulting model. For example, using sensitivity analysis to interact with 

the model, in this case examining how a change in one of the input dependent attribute would influence the usage of 

public transport in the area, based on the underlying model assumptions. However, the use case that was chosen as 

a focus for the creation of the dashboards for interacting with the model (see Section 5.3), was the examination of 

the model residuals for the suburbs, which corresponds to difference between the observed public transport usage 

and that expected by the model, as summarised by equation 1, where ri corresponds to the residual for suburb i, �y 
is the predicted, or expected, value for the public transport for suburb i, and yi is the observed value. 

ri = yi −  �y 
 

(1) 
 

It is a property of the model that the residuals correspond to an indication of the utilisation of public transport 

within the suburb, with values below 0 displaying a lower utilisation than expected, and above 0 equating to a 

better utilisation of public transport than expected. Consequently, the utilisation value represents a meaningful 

method for interaction with the model outputs via spatial and graph based visualisations, in particular, when the 

visualisations are linked, and interactive. 
 

Due to the automated approach facilitated by the proposed framework, a number of variations of the travel be- 

haviour analysis model were created. For example, by varying the independent variables used to generate the 

model to result in a supply side model or a demand based model. However, while different models were created, 

the overall method used to create each model was the same. 
 

1. Data integration - Collate the data required in an automated manner through the web and software interfaces 

for each data source; this includes accessing both the dependent and independent variables. 
 

2. Data preparation - The initial stage of the data preparation comprised applying, where applicable, a spatial 

normalisation by calculating the density of each attribute, resulting in a variable corresponding to the per 

km2 value of the attribute, for example, population density as the number of people per km2 in the suburb. 

The subsequent transform for each resulting attribute entailed applying the log10 in the case of a log-normal 

distributions, or z-score in the case of a normal distribution. The attributes were then combined to produce 

the dimensions used to generate the model, representing the independent variables. Certain dimensions were 

derived using dimensionality reduction techniques to generate a composite of a number variables; while a 

several methods were considered, and made available through a software API, Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) was selected as the applied technique3. The data preparation process used is described in detail in 

Section 5.2.1. 
 

3. Model formula generation - Select the set of resulting dimensions that comprise the independent variables 

for the model. While, in general, the independent dimensions are well defined [1, 2], the influence of each 

dimension can be investigated by changing the dimensions use to derive the model, a process that can be 

automated to produce variations on the base model. 

3Scikit Learn PCA - ?iiT,ffb+BFBi@H2a`MXQ`;fbia#H2fKQ/mH2bf;2M2`ai2/fbFH2a`MX/2+QKTQbBiBQMXS*AX?iKH 
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4. Generate model - Once the independent dimensions have been selected, the linear regression model is then 

generated4. 
 

5. Save model - The model state is then saved to the database, including the date the model was generated, 

along with the feature vectors used to generate the model, the independent and dependent variables used, and 

the resulting model residuals, used to determine the public transport utilisation within the suburbs. Selected 

meta data relating to the spatial resolution of the model and other properties, including the summary of the 

model properties and the adjusted r2 were also stored in the database entry associated with the model. The 

document database, MongoDB, was used to store the model due to the flexibility inherent in this database 

approach. 
 

A web API was developed as an interface to the stored models in the database. By storing the model in a database, 

the model can be accessed through a web API, and thus incorporated dynamically into the web dashboard. Conse- 

quently, this process enables the selection of a model with which to interact, via the web portal (Section 5.3). 
 

It should be noted that the utilisation is with respect to that expected based on the model assumptions, and does 

not correspond to a high, or low, usage of public transport. It should also be noted that some underlying demand 

characteristics were based on 2011 ABS Census data, while the remaining data was as close to the period covered 

by the SmartRider data as possible. This will cause inconsistencies in the model where the characteristics have 

changed significantly between 2011 and 2016. It is envisaged that when updated data becomes available, it should 

be incorporated into the analysis framework, and the models updated. The automated model generation process 

will facilitate the creation of these updated models. 

 
 

5.2.1 Data Preparation 
 

 
The dependent variable corresponded to the public transport usage represented by the SmartRider journeys origi- 

nating from a spatial area, such as an individual suburb. A number of dimensions were used for the independent 

variables, incorporating aspects of both supply and demand. The supply was encapsulated using service provision 

characteristics, while the demand was encapsulated using Land Use, Socio-economic factors, and Urban Form. 

Each dimension comprised a number of attributes, in certain cases attributes were grouped into themes, and dimen- 

sionality reduction applied. The preparation of each attribute consisted of spatial normalisation, where required, 

followed by a transform to accomodate either a log normal or normal distribution. For log-normal distributions, 

the following equation was applied: 

xin  
=  log10 xi (2) 

 

where xi is the value of attribute x for suburb i, and xin  
is the converted value for the attribute.  For normally 

distributed data, the following transform was applied: 

 
xin 

= 
xi −  

µx σx 

 
(3) 

where µx and σx are the mean and standard deviation respectively of attribute x over all suburbs. This method 

corresponds to z-score standardisation. 

 

 
Dependent Variable The dependent variable dataset was calculated from the flat file data table by summing the 

SmartRider journey origins for each stop or train station within the suburb, accounting for the hour of the day and 

the type of day (weekday, Saturday, or Sunday). The subsequent extracts were stored in the data warehouse, and 

comprised the total journey origins per suburb aggregated over 3 hours intervals for each day type. The intervals 

used were: 

[0 −  3), [3 −  6), [6 −  9), [9 −  12), [12 −  15), [15 −  18), [18 −  21), [21 −  24) (4) 

4Python   StatsModels   -   linear   regression   using   ordinary   least   squares   model   -   ?iiT,ffrrrXbiaibKQ/2HbXQ`;f/2pf;2M2`ai2/f 
biaibKQ/2HbX`2;`2bbBQMXHBM2a`nKQ/2HXPGaX?iKH 
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where [ denotes the range includes the value, and ) denotes less than with respect to the upper range. This method of 

storing the data enabled filters to be applied when deriving the dependent variable. For example, through specifying 

weekday as the day type, and [6 −  9) as the time of interest, a model can be generated for determining the public 
transport usage for the weekday AM peak period. The default dependent variable incorporated all time periods and 

day types. The sum of the SmartRider journey origins for each suburb is then converted to a density for SmartRider 

journey origins, and then transformed using the log-normal approach (equation 2). 
 

In addition to enabling filtering of the dependent variable, storing the extract by hour and day type in the data 

warehouse also provides a summary over time of the journey origins within a suburb. Consequently, the summary 

for the weekday day type was incorporated into the dependent variable data provided through the software interface 

to the SmartRider journey data; this summary corresponded to a travel profile determined over the day into. As 

this data was included in the dependent variable output, it was subsequently stored in association with each of the 

Travel Behaviour models generated and stored in the database. This enables the travel profiles to be visualised in 

conjunction with the model outputs. 

 
 

Independent variables The Service Provision dimension equates to public transport supply, and comprised the 

distance to the closest train station, and the public transport service density and service frequency as representative 

metrics. The distance to the closest train station is defined as the smallest distance from the suburb boundary to 

the closest train station. The service density was calculated by determining the number of stops per km2 within 

a suburb. The service frequency was determined by calculating the temporal density of public transport for each 

stop, and subsequently each suburb, defined as the number of services per hour calculated at the time intervals 

detailed in equation 4, incorporating services associated with trains, buses, and ferries. The resulting data was then 

standardised (equation 3). PCA was subsequently applied to reduce the dimensionality of the service provision, 

which resulted in a single component, or indicator, for service density that accounted for 97.6% of the variability 

within the dataset. Table 3 summarises the transforms applied. 

 

Table 3: Supply attribute summary 

 
Attribute Transform Spatial Normalisation 

Train station distance 

Stops density 

PT Service frequency dimension 

Log normal 

Log normal 

Normal 

No 

No (inherent in attribute) 

No 
 

Land Use was characterised by population density, school and tertiary education population densities, and em- 

ployment densities categorised by employment type. 
 

The population density dimension was determined by applying PCA over a number of attributes representing 

different population density categories. The input categories included the population densities calculated across a 

number of age ranges, and incorporating gender, and the density of school enrolments for each suburb. The popu- 

lation densities for the general population categories were based on population counts derived from the estimated 

resident population data for 2015, aggregated by gender and age group, as shown in Table 4, and subsequently con- 

verted into a population count per km2 for each suburb. The school enrolment population density was determined 

using an average semester one and two enrolments for 2015 for school located within the suburb. The subsequent 

attribute transforms that were applied are detailed in Table 4. To determine the population density dimension, PCA 

was used, with the first two components being used to represent the dimension. This process resulted in two in- 

dicators, that when combined accounted for 98% of the variability within the originating population density axes. 

 
 

The university student density was calculated using the tertiary enrolments for 2015, aggregated by the suburb the 

tertiary institution is located within, converted to a population density, and transformed based on the log-normal 

distribution (equation 2). 
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Table 4: Population density dimension summary - Population age groups and school enrolments densi- 

ties were calculated by suburb area 

 

Attribute Transform Dimension 0 weights Dimension 1 weights 

Ages 0-16 F Log normal -0.34 -0.14 

Ages 0-16 M Log normal -0.33 -0.12 

Ages 17-35 F Log normal -0.35 -0.13 

Ages 17-35 M Log normal -0.35 -0.13 

Ages 36-64 F Log normal -0.33 -0.15 

Ages 36-64 M Log normal -0.31 -0.13 

Ages 65+ F Log normal -0.31 -0.13 

Ages 65+ M Log normal -0.30 -0.15 

School enrolments Log normal -0.38 0.92 

Variance explained 

(proportion)  0.80 0.18 
 

 

The employment population densities were determined using the 2011 ABS Labour force by occupation counting 

persons by place of work, which was divided into a number of employment categories. The employment categories 

were mapped, approximately, to the categories used in the original 2009 data study ( [1, 2]). While the employment 

categories differed, the 2011 ABS data was closer temporally to the 2015/2016 data contained within the Smar- 

tRider data extract. The employment categories used, and the approximation of the mapping of ABS categories to 

those used in the initial study are as follows: 
 

• Manufacturing (log) - Technicians and Trades Workers, Machinery Operators and Drivers 
 

• Service industry (log) - Labourers 
 

• Retail (log) - Sales Workers 
 

• Office (log) - Managers, Professionals, Clerical and Administrative Workers 
 

• Health (log) - Community and Personal Service Workers 
 

The employment data was stored at the Destination Zones (DZN) spatial resolution, and was converted to the 

suburb spatial resolution using the weighted sum method, based on the proportion of overlap between the DZNs 

and a suburb. The resulting population for each employment category in each suburb was converted to a population 

density, and subsequently the log-normal transform was applied (equation 2). 
 

Socio-economic factors includes an income dimension and an affluence dimension. 
 

The income dimension was derived from using an income group profile for each suburb. The income group 

profile for a suburb was determined using counts of personal weekly income, by place of residence, aggregated into 

the income brackets indicated in Table 5, and then converted into a population density delineated by the income 

brackets. The log normal transform was applied to the values in each income bracket, and PCA applied to determine 

the income dimension. The resulting weights for each income groups comprising the income dimension are shown 

in Table 5; approximately 97% of the variability of the income profiles was captured by the first component of the 

result from applying PCA, which was then used as the indicator for the income group dimension. 
 

The affluence dimension combines aspects of high income, represented using the highest income bracket from 

the income dimension component, the mean vehicle ownership per household, and the average rent, which is used 

as a proxy for the cost of living within a suburb. The spatial normalisation and transform applied to each of these 

indicators is detailed in Table 6. The affluence dimension was then derived by applying PCA, in this case, the first 

two components resulting from the PCA were used to represent the affluence dimension. Approximately 90% of 

the variability of the affluence indicators was captured in these two components. The resulting indicator weights 
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Table 5: Income dimension summary 

 
Attribute Transform Dimension weights 

Income below $300 Log normal -0.50 

Income between $300 and $1000 Log normal -0.50 

Income between $1000 and $2000 Log normal -0.48 

Income over $2000 Log normal -0.51 

Variance explained (proportion)  0.97 
 

 

comprising the affluence dimension are shown in Table 6. An interesting characteristic of the second affluence 

dimension is the inverse relationship between highest income bracket and vehicle ownership, with a low weighting 

on the average rent, resulting in a dimension that is strongly indicative of vehicle ownership. 

 
Table 6: Affluence dimension summary 

 
Attribute  Transform Spatial Normalisation Dimension  0 

weights 

Dimension  1 

weights 

Income over $2000  Log normal Yes -0.40 -0.64 

Vehicle  ownership (mean Z-score No -0.51 0.75 

per household) 

Rent (average)  Z-score Yes -0.76 -0.17 

Variance explained 

(proportion)    0.54 0.36 
 

Urban Form for a suburb was represented using the total road length per km2 within the suburb, and the straight 

line distance of the suburb centroid to the Perth city centre. The spatial normalisation and transform applied to each 

of these indicators is detailed in Table 6. 

 

Table 7: Urban form attributes summary. 

 
Attribute Normalisation Spatial Normalisation 

Road density 

Straight line distance 

Log normal 

Log normal 

No (inherent in attribute) 

No 

 

Alternatives to using PCA for the dimensionality reduction for the population density, affluence, and income 

dimension are detailed Section G.2 of the appendix. 

 
 

5.2.2 Model Generation 
 

 
The prepared dependent and independent variable feature vectors were then use an input to train linear regression 

model to determine the public transport usage (PTU) density for each suburb5. Two methods were used to derive 

different variations of the Travel Behaviour model, via the selection of a subset of the independent variable dimen- 

sions, and through the use filtering the input to the data preparation stage. The former can be used to investigate the 

relative influence of each dimension on the travel behaviour model, while the latter can be used to generate models 

for specific times, or day types. Once the filter, and set of dimensions were selected, a linear regression model was 

generated by using the form: 

Y = βX + ε (5) 
 

5Python   StatsModels   -   linear   regression   using   ordinary   least   squares   model   –   ?iiT,ffrrrXbiaibKQ/2HbXQ`;f/2pf;2M2`ai2/f 
biaibKQ/2HbX`2;`2bbBQMXHBM2a`nKQ/2HXPGaX?iKH 
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Population Dimension 0 -0.3179 0.077 -4.125 0.000 -0.470 -0.166 

Population Dimension 1 -0.0882 0.038 -2.350 0.019 -0.162 -0.014 

Income Dimension 0 0.4368 0.125 3.484 0.001 0.190 0.684 

Affluence Dimension 0 -0.0495 0.028 -1.757 0.080 -0.105 0.006 

Affluence Dimension 1 -0.1868 0.045 -4.148 0.000 -0.275 -0.098 

Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.1343 0.146 -0.921 0.358 -0.421 0.153 

Service Industry Density (Log) 0.1438 0.161 0.892 0.373 -0.173 0.461 

Retail Density (Log) 0.1033 0.071 1.462 0.145 -0.036 0.242 

Office Density (Log) 0.1504 0.142 1.055 0.292 -0.130 0.431 

Health Density (Log) -0.0583 0.069 -0.842 0.400 -0.194 0.078 

University Density (Log) 1.1000 0.347 3.171 0.002 0.417 1.783 

Road Density (Log) 0.1821 0.194 0.936 0.350 -0.201 0.565 

Straight Line (Log) -0.1514 0.104 -1.450 0.148 -0.357 0.054 

Train Distance (Log) -0.2729 0.076 -3.586 0.000 -0.423 -0.123 

Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.6734 0.063 10.618 0.000 0.549 0.798 

PT Service Frequency (Log) 0.0570 0.037 1.533 0.126 -0.016 0.130 

 

where 

• Y ∼  SmartRider journey density for each suburb 

• X ∼  explanatory feature vector representing a selection of dimensions for each suburb 

 

Subsequently, the model summary, along with the model residuals for each suburb, were then stored in the database 

entry associated with the model. 

 
 

5.2.3 Model Interface 
 

 
Table 8: Model summary 

 

Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared: 0.869 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.862 

Method: Least Squares F-statistic: 129.3 

Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2017 Prob (F-statistic): 2.27e-127 

Time: 03:46:20 Log-Likelihood: -153.55 

No. Observations: 330 AIC: 341.1 

Df Residuals: 313 BIC: 405.7 

Df Model: 16   

 

Table 9: Summary of the independent variables 

 
In de p e n de n t Varia b le co e f s td e rr  t P >|t |  [ 0 . 0 2 5 0 .9 7 5 ] 

Constant 0.2823 1.217 0.232 0.817 -2.112 2.677 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As the models are stored in the database, a module was developed to enable access to the models was through the 

use of a web interface. That is, aspects of the models can be accessed through the use of difference URLs: 
 

• Ib2`p2`  #ab2  m`H=fi`ap2Hn#2?apBQm`fKQ/2Hb - Returns the travel behaviour models currently stored 

in the database. 
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Table 10: Model properties 

 

Omnibus: 18.666 Durbin-Watson: 2.182 
Prob(Omnibus): 0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 54.470 

Skew: -0.017 Prob(JB): 1.49e-12 

Kurtosis: 4.990 Cond. No. 374. 

 
• Ib2`p2` #ab2  m`H=fi`ap2Hn#2?apBQm`fKQ/2HnbmKKa`v\IKQ/2  MaK2= - Returns a summary of the 

model properties for the model specified by em model name. 
 

• Ib2`p2` #ab2 m`H=fi`ap2Hn#2?apBQm`fKQ/2Hn/aia\IKQ/2 MaK2= - Returns the underlying data, in- 

cluding the residuals (utilisation) for the model specified by em model name. 
 

An example of such as URL is 
 

Ib2`p2` #ab2 m`H=f/ab?#Qa`/n2taKTH2X?iKH\p2`bBQM4MQ`KaH&KQ/2HnMaK24h`ap2H #2?apBQm` 
KQ/2H  Uam#m`#bV  @  1KTHQvK2Mi  +?a`a+i2`BbiB+b  @  AHH  iBK2b  U*ukyRRV&Hav2`nMaK2aƄa* 
am#m`#b kyRR  qA 

 

As a consequence, in addition to the underlying data behind a model, characteristics of the model can also be ac- 

cessed through the web portal via a web page that outlines a tabular presentation of the model summary. Accessing 

such information provides context to the visualisations within the dashboards Tables 8 to 10 show the results for 

an example Travel Behaviour model summary that can be accessed through the model summary portion of the web 

portal. In this case the model corresponds to all time of day and day periods (0-24 hours, over both weekdays and 

weekends). This model will be used as the base model when discussing the dashboard interface. Figure 10 show 

the corresponding of the model summary view when accessed through the web portal. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Web portal - Model summary interface. 
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5.2.4 Travel Behaviour Model Results 
 

 
In this section, the relative performance and properties for a number of generated travel behaviour models, and the 

influencing factors chosen to derive the models, are examined. Table 11 summarises the properties for these travel 

behaviour models. Detailed model summaries, as described in the previous section, are provided in the appendix 

(Section E), and the spatial visualisations for selected models are presented in Appendix D. The travel behaviour 

models were generated by varying the input dimensions used to generate the model, with each column representing 

a variation in the explanatory variable. The coefficients for attributes that are significant at a 95% confidence level 

are coloured according to the impact an increase in said attribute has on the public transport usage density, green 

for positive and red for negative. This was done both for clarity, and due to the dimensionality reduction techniques 

employed resulting in certain weights being negative, such as for the first Population Dimension axis. For example, 

the Affluence Dimension 1 is dominated by vehicle ownership; as evidenced in the table, the Affluence Dimension 1, 

when included in the model generation, is significant at a 95% confidence level, with an increase having a negative 

influence on public transport usage. That is, an increase in vehicle ownership is associated with a lower usage of 

public transport. This process was omitted for Population Dimension 1 due to the diverging influence between 

the school population and the resident population for this dimension due to the positive weight for the former and 

negative for the latter. 

 

Table 11: Model summaries generated over different dimension 

 
  

Employment 
 

Service Provision 
 

Land Use 
 

Land use and 

Socio-economic 
 

Land use and 

service provision 

 
Land use, 

service provision, 

and socio-economic 

Base Model - 

Land use, 

service provision, 

socio-economic 

and Urban Form 

R-squared 0.622 0.823 0.775 0.807 0.858 0.868 0.869 
Adj. R-squared 0.617 0.821 0.77 0.8 0.853 0.862 0.862 
Prob (F-statistic) 2.38E-66 3.22E-122 2.53E-99 2.30E-106 1.77E-127 5.69E-129 2.27E-127 
Durbin-Watson 2.082 2.045 2.19 2.192 2.189 2.184 2.182 
        

 
Coefficient Significance Coefficient Significance Coefficient Significance Coefficient Significance Coefficient Significance Coefficient Significance Coefficient Significance 

Constant 2.3025 0 3.5349 0 0.5018 0.711 0.6005 0.662 -0.2152 0.854 -0.0723 0.949 0.817 0.2823 
        Population Dimension 0 

  
-0.2149 0 -0.4613 0 -0.0863 0 -0.3067 0 -0.3179 0 

Population Dimension 1 -0.0238 0.341 -0.1163 0.008 0.0028 0.889 -0.0768 0.037 -0.0882 0.019 
Income Dimension 0 

 
0.4527 0.003 

 
0.4122 0.001 0.4368 0.001 

Affluence Dimension 0 0.0168 0.609 -0.0547 0.051 -0.0495 0.08 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.2793 0 -0.1911 0 -0.1868 0 
Manufacturing  Density 

(Log) 
 

-0.8256 
 

0  
 

-0.0507 
 

0.778 
 

0.0262  0.877 
 

-0.1634 
 

0.269 
 

-0.1173  0.416 
 

-0.1343  0.358 
Service Industry 

Density (Log)  
 

0.026 
 

0.1314 
 

0.487 
 

0.0763 
 

0.672 
 

0.1274 
 

0.406 
 

0.1193 
 

0.434 
 

0.1438 
 

0.373 0.5375 
Retail Density (Log) 0.068 0.543 0.1043 0.237 0.1106 0.185 0.1041 0.144 0.0872 0.214 0.1033 0.145 
Office Density (Log) 1.1998 0 0.5971 0 0.4684 0.003 0.2337 0.076 0.2005 0.146 0.1504 0.292 
Health Density (Log) 0.0754 0.489 -0.0678 0.43 -0.1034 0.206 -0.0494 0.478 -0.0468 0.498 -0.0583 0.4 
University Density 

(Log)  
 

0.8372 
 

0.058 
 

0.7914 
 

0.055  
 

0.003  
 

0.003  
 

0.002 1.0686 1.0382 1.1 
Road Density (Log) 

    
0.1821 0.35 

Straight Line (Log) -0.1514 0.148 
Train Distance (Log) -0.4359 0 

  
-0.3131 0 -0.2846 0 -0.2729 0 

Stops Sqkm (Log) 1.0704 0 0.7389 0 0.6896 0 0.6734 0 
PT Service Frequency 

(Log) 
 

0.1936 
 

0  
 

0.011 
 

0.0809 
 

0.018  
 

0.126 0.0874 0.057 
 

Table 12 and 13 show the results for further variations of the travel behaviour model generation. Table 12 shows 

the summary results for models generated for the AM and PM weekday peak periods. While the adjusted R-squared 

for these models is lower than the model that covers all time period, the models do demonstrate the influence of 

public transport generators and attractors. From the table, it can be seen that there is a change from negative to 

positive in the coefficient for the second population dimension, which is strongly weighted positively for school 

enrolment density. Similarly, there is a change in the coefficient for the office worker employment density, as 

indicated a change from having a negative impact on public transport usage density, to a positive influence. This 

change is accompanied by an increase in the significance of the office worker employment density attribute from 

0.393, indicating not significant at a 95% confidence level, to 0.001, which is significant. 
 

Table 13 show the model summary for a model generated using an alternative derivation of the dimensions for 

the dependent variables; the composition of the dimensions is described in detail in Section G.1 of the Appendix. 

With a 95% confidence level, the model has the following properties: the population has a positive impact on the 
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Spatial Smoothing 

R-squared 0.9 
Adj. R-squared 0.894 
Prob (F-statistic) 1.77E-145 
Durbin-Watson 1.688 

  

 
Coefficient Significance 

Constant 3.2478 0 
   Population Dimension 0 0.0514 0.357 
Population Dimension 1 -0.0299 0.276 
Income Dimension 0 -0.0864 0.349 
Affluence Dimension 0 0.0346 0.089 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.0269 0.418 
Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.098 0.352 
Service Industry Density (Log) -0.0529 0.65 
Retail Density (Log) -0.1017 0.05 
Office Density (Log) 0.0519 0.62 
Health Density (Log) 0.1502 0.003 
University Density (Log) 0.0101 0.968 
Road Density (Log) 1.0485 0 
Straight Line (Log) -0.1653 0.06 
Train Distance (Log) -0.1401 0.014 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 1.3398 0 

 

 
PTU Model 

R-squared 0.864 
Adj. R-squared 0.858 
Prob (F-statistic) 2.41E-126 
Durbin-Watson 2.168 

  

 
Coefficient Significance 

Constant 3.7817 0 
   Population Dimension 0 -0.3303 0 
Income Dimension 0 0.4377 0.001 
Affluence Dimension 0 -0.0481 0.093 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.1895 0 
Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.1477 0.318 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.1315 0.421 
Retail Density (Log) 0.0844 0.238 
Office Density (Log) 0.2143 0.136 
Health Density (Log) -0.0455 0.516 
Edu dim 0 0.0342 0.077 
Road Density (Log) 0.13 0.509 
Straight Line (Log) -0.123 0.244 
Train Distance (Log) -0.245 0.002 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.6708 0 
Pt Service Frequency Dim 0 (Log) 0.0692 0.066 

 

Table 12: Model summary for model for SmartRider journeys commencing during the AM and PM 

peaks 

 

 
AM Peak Spatial Smoothing 

R-squared 0.836 0.78 
Adj. R-squared 0.828 0.769 
Prob (F-statistic) 1.93E-111 1.83E-91 
Durbin-Watson 2.182 2.194 
   

 
Coefficient Significance Coefficient Significance 

Constant 1.7788 0.148 -2.7276 0.123 

     Population Dimension 0 -0.2894 0 -0.1421 0.128 
Population Dimension 1 -0.0738 0.056 0.0409 0.4 
Income Dimension 0 0.3105 0.016 0.1859 0.252 
Affluence Dimension 0 -0.0122 0.673 -0.0026 0.943 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.1597 0.001 -0.1136 0.09 
Manufacturing Density (Log) 0.0127 0.931 -0.3268 0.118 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.0969 0.552 0.0829 0.721 
Retail Density (Log) 0.1665 0.02 0.0088 0.932 
Office Density (Log) -0.1229 0.393 0.6594 0.001 
Health Density (Log) -0.1161 0.098 0.0123 0.903 
University Density (Log) 0.6785 0.053 1.3619 0.007 
Road Density (Log) 0.2549 0.207 0.5999 0.043 
Straight Line (Log) -0.1736 0.098 -0.0775 0.59 
Train Distance (Log) -0.2691 0.001 -0.2686 0.016 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.5841 0 0.6641 0 
PT Service Frequency (Log) 0.0314 0.305 -0.0026 0.903 

 

 

public transport usage, with ages 17-35 having the highest influence, similarly the number of stops has a positive 

influence, however, car ownership and an increased distance from a train station both have a negative impact on 

public transport usage. 
 

Table 13: Model summary for model for 

SmartRider journeys using alternative inter- 

pretation of dimensions 

 

Table 14: Model summary for model resulting 

from using spatial smoothing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PT Service Frequency (Log) -0.0013 0.967 

5.2.5 Determining the Spatial Influence of a Stop 

To determine service provision and SmartRider journey origins, bus stops and train stations are considered point 

data that are aggregation using suburb boundaries. To determined the efficacy of a more stop centric approach, a 

spatial convolution mask was applied to the service and usage data. This approach smooths the data in a spatial 

manner, resulting in neighbouring suburbs influencing the data observations for a given suburb. This technique 
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was used as a proxy for determining the spatial influence of a stop, or train station. There are a number of methods 

that can be used to determine this spatial area of influence when applying a stop centric approach to the analysis. 

For example, using network analysis to determine a pedestrian accessible area of influence for a stop; this is a task 

for future research. However, for the current analysis, the spatial smoothing proxy was used to determine if a less 

suburb centric an approach would influence the outcome. The model summary for the resulting model is detailed 

in Table 14. The spatial smoothing model exhibited a higher adjusted R2 of 0.894, and resulted in a decrease in the 

negative impact of distance from a train station, and an increase in the positive influence of the stop density. The 

increase in the R2 suggests a more stop centric approach could be an appropriate extension to the travel behaviour 

model. 

 

 
5.2.6 2009 Travel Behaviour Model Output 

 

 
For reference, the outcomes for the study of the 2009 SmartRider data extract [1, 2] are shown in 11. These results 

are presented for reference only; while the indicators and dimensions used to derive the model are analogous, 

the underlying data used to derived the models was different. For example, the model relied on the employment 

survey, rather than the ABS figures for place of work. Consequently, there was no one-to-one mapping between 

the underlying employment types between the two data sets, so the ABS employment categories were aggregated 

to approximate the employment categories used in the 2009 model. Further, there were differences between the 

suburbs for the 2009 model, which was based on the 2006 ABS suburbs, and the 2015/2016 model, which was 

based on the 2011 ABS suburbs. However, the results do provide a relative comparison between the indicators 

used, along with demonstrating the aptness of the chosen indicators given relatively high adjusted R2 across both 

the 2009 study, and the current 

 
 

Figure 11: Summary of the outcomes for the Travel Behaviour study of the 2009 SmartRider data 

extract [2]. 
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5.2.7 Future Work 
 

 
As an extension, the software architecture can enable interactivity in the generation of the travel behaviour model 

through a web interface. This entails altering properties used to derive the model to drill down to examine travel 

behaviour for more detailed analysis; for example, patronage during winter, or school holidays, and for specific 

demographics. This will enable the analysis for current travel behaviour for specific groups, examining the biggest 

impact, or influencing dimension/indicator. For example, determining the travel behaviour solely with respect to 

student patronage in order to determine the biggest influencing factors. In a similar manner, the model interaction at 

the attribute level can also be integrated into a web interface for a Travel Behaviour model. In this case, sensitivity 

analysis can be incorporated into the model interaction and used to examine the impact on travel behaviour patterns 

of potential changes in a specified variable, such as population growth and shifts in employment types. Further, an 

examination of the influence of different approaches used to achieve the spatial resolution required for the analysis 

can be incorporated into the travel behaviour analysis. For example, aggregate/disaggregate the indicators used 

to generate the dimensions based on the closest spatial resolution available, or aggregate/disaggregate the outputs 

from the mathematical model determined from the spatial resolution most prevalent amongst the data sources. 

 

 

5.3 Web Dashboard 
 

 
The web service based architecture employed for the data management and access (see Figure 3) facilitates a web 

based distributed method for accessing data and visualisations. Consequently, a web portal and web dashboard 

format was chosen for the dissemination of the results associated with the Travel Behaviour model, and for exploring 

the SmartRider data extract. 
 

Exploration of a number of different methods for visualising both the data and the analysis outputs, along with the 

development of a number of prototype dashboards was undertaken to inform the design of the final web dashboards. 

The resulting dashboards were developed to convey four concepts relating to interacting with the travel behaviour 

models, and the data behind the model. The four concepts were: 
 

1. Model Exploration - Explores the output of the selected travel behaviour model in the form of the utilisation, 

along with contextual information such as travel profiles for suburbs. 
 

2. Region Exploration - Explores a models output for a selected region of interest, with the contextual informa- 

tion similarly accounting for the region. 
 

3. Feature Exploration - Presents spatial and graphical visualisations of the features that are used to derive the 

model. 
 

4. Stop exploration - Explores the SmartRider data at the train station and bus stop level. 
 

Each dashboard comprises a number of interactive dynamic visualisations that can be used to explore properties of 

a model, or the underlying data used to generate the model. 

 
 

5.3.1 Web Portal 
 

 
The web portal is the starting point for interacting with the models stored in the database, and the dashboards. 

Figure 12 shows the web portal with the model selection drop down menu, and the dashboard descriptions and 

associated links. To interact with a dashboard, first, a model should be selected from the model drop down menu, 

as shown in Figure 13, and then the appropriate dashboard visualisation can be selected. In this manner, except in 

the case of the Stop Exploration dashboard, the dashboard visualises the results for the selected model. The Stop 

Exploration dashboard shows a summary of the SmartRider data directly, rather than a model, and consequently 

the dashboard shown will be the same irrespective of which model has been selected. Unless indicated otherwise, 
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Figure 12: Web portal - Dashboard selection menu. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Web portal - Travel behaviour model selection menu. 
 

 
the results shown in visualisations are for the base Travel behaviour model, based on the suburbs, calculated over 

all time periods, using census data from 2011. 

 
 

5.3.2 Web Dashboard Interface 
 

 
Figure 14 shows the main interface used for the dashboard. The interface comprises a web slippy map, along with 

a number of other visualisations, including graphs and tables, and three menu options. In certain cases, a search 

bar is included to filter the results shown in the table to correspond with the searched for suburb. As indicated in 

the figure, in addition to the general map zoom controls and map scale, the map also includes a search button that 

can be used to search for Suburbs and train stations, and a map layer selector. The latter can be used to change the 

background map, for example, to a black and white map to give better contrast to the displayed thematic map, and 

to add spatial context to the map, for example, by overlaying the train stations, or the 800m train station buffer. The 

menu options are show in more detail in Figure 15. As indicated, the menu can be used to reset the context shown 

on the map to the default, to remove any attribute filters that have applied across the visualisations, or to return to 

the web portal interface. 
 

In addition, further contextual information can be embedded into the visualisations; for example, the adjusted R2
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Figure 14: Visualisation interface description. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 15: Visualisation interface menu options. 

 

 
of the model is shown in the scatter plot. 

 

 
5.3.3 Model Exploration 

 

 
The model exploration dashboard consists of a thematic map, a scatter plot, and a table that combine to display 

the utilisation for a given model, as shown in Figure 16. In the context of this dashboard approach, the scatter plot 

X −  axis, which represent the utilisation, can be considered a detailed map legend for the thematic map. Figure 19 
show the dashboard visualisation for the base Travel Behaviour model, zoomed in on the metro area surrounding 

the Perth CBD. 
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Figure 16: Model exploration dashboard - The dashboard displays the utilisation for the base model. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 17: Model exploration dashboard - The dashboard displays the utilisation for the base model, 

with a filter that highlights suburbs that have negative utilisation and relatively high public transport 

usage. 
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Figure 18: Model exploration dashboard - The dashboard displays the utilisation for the base model, 

with a filter that highlights suburbs that have utilisation above 0 and relatively high public transport 

usage; the summary of SmartRider journey origins for Churchlands is displayed on the map pop-up. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 19: The spatial visualisation of the base Travel Behaviour model, using all dimensions calculated 

over all day and time categories. 
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The information behind the dashboard can be interacted with using two main methods, interacting with the scatter 

plot, and interacting with the thematic map. First, the scatterplot can be used to select a filter region of interest 

with respect to the utilisation, and the public transport usage density. An example of this interaction is shown in 

Figure 17, which includes a filter that highlights suburbs that have negative utilisation and relatively high public 

transport usage. 
 

The second method of interaction involves accessing contextual information corresponding to the travel profile 

for the suburb, the average number of SmartRider journeys originating from a suburb over the course of a weekday. 

This method of interaction is accessed by selecting the suburb of interest on the thematic map, and an example 

of which is shown in Figure 18. The figure shows the map pop-up displaying the travel profile for Churchlands 

calculated as the average journey origins per weekday over the course of a day, aggregated into three hour time 

segments; this summary is indicated by the blue line. The red line is provided for context, and shows the average 

travel profile calculated over all suburbs shown on the map. In this case, the profile for Churchlands indicates 

that the suburb is predominantly an attractor, with a higher PM peak period in comparison to the AM peak. Also 

displayed on the figure is a filter that highlights suburbs that have utilisation above 0 and relatively high public 

transport usage. 

 
 

5.3.4 Region Exploration 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 20: Region exploration dashboard - The dashboard displays the utilisation for the base model 

for a selected region, chosen through interacting with the lower map. 

 
The region exploration dashboard comprises a thematic map, a region selection map, a scatter plot, and a table that 

combine to display the utilisation for a given model over a given region. This interface is shown in Figure 20, while 

the map on the lower left, the region selector map, depicts the thematic map for the metro area, only the suburbs 

selected are shown in the upper map, the region summary map, and the scatter plot. Choosing the selected suburbs 

is achieved via clicking suburbs of interest in the region selector map, with selected regions being displayed on the 

colour selector map using bolder colours. Only the selected regions appear in the region summary map, with the 

remaining regions being greyed out; similarly, the scatter plot emphasises the chosen regions, with the remaining 

regions appearing as grey points, rather than circles, in order to provide additional context. 
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Figure 21: Region exploration dashboard - Travel profile for South Perth. 
 

 
Figure 21 shows the result of using this technique to select a region of interest around the Perth CDB. In a similar 

manner to Figure 18, the suburb profile for journey origins for South Perth (blue line), and the journey profile for 

all the selected suburbs (red lines). This visualisation enables a suburb to be compared to the average journey 

profile of the selected region of interest. As the comparison travel profile updates as regions are added or removed 

for the region of interest, using the region selector map, a high level of customisation is available with respect to 

the choice of comparison profile. For example, South Perth is predominantly a generator, with a higher AM peak 

number of journey origins in the journey profile, while the overall profile for the selected region of interest is that 

of an attractor. This is due to the dominance of the SmartRider journeys originating from Perth during the PM peak 

period. In this case, the dashboard enables a high level of customisation in the selection of the comparison region 

over which the average public transport journey origins are calculated. 

 
 

5.3.5 Feature Exploration 
 

 
The feature exploration dashboard enables a user to select a feature, or attribute, to visualise from a number of 

options provided from a drop down menu embedded within the dashboard; both spatial and graphical visualisation 

are shown for the selected feature. The dashboard consists of a dynamic thematic map, a table, a scatter plot 

describing the utilisation and public transport (PT) journey density, and a second scatter plot, the feature scatter 

plot, that displays a chosen feature, which is selected from the drop down menu, along with the PT journey density. 

This dashboard is shown in Figure 22. To interact with the feature selection component of the dashboard, first a 

feature is chosen from the drop down menu. The feature scatter plot will then update to reflect the selected feature, 

additionally, the thematic map will also dynamically update to provide a spatial visualisation for the selected feature. 

In this case, the feature scatter plot X −  axis can be considered the legend for the displayed thematic map. Figure 23 
shows an example of applying a filter to the utilisation scatter plot, with the resulting reflected in both the selected 

feature scatter plot, and the map. If a new feature is selected from the drop down menu, the filter will also be 

reflected in the new plot; the change from in feature plot is animated to highlight the the change in the selected 

areas in the utilisation plot, which indicates the change between feature values for the selected regions. 
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Figure 22: Feature exploration dashboard - The map and lower left scatter plot show the Distance to 

train station attribute, while the corresponding utilisation plot is displayed in the upper left scatter plot. 

 

 
 

Figure 23: Feature exploration dashboard - The map and lower left scatter plot show the Distance to 

train station attribute, while the corresponding utilisation plot is displayed in the upper left scatter plot; 

the values displayed correspond to suburbs filtered by the public transport usage as indicated in the 

utilisation plot. 

 
 

5.3.6 Stop Exploration 
 

 
The stop exploration dashboard provides a dynamic method for interacting with a summarised view of the Smar- 

tRider data extract. For consistency, the views are calculated using SmartRider journey origins, but can be adapted 

to show SmartRider trip origins, which combine to form journeys, or SmartRider destinations, either by journey or 

trip. Figure 24 shows an example of the dashboard interface, which consists of pie charts for SmartRider journey 

origins by travel mode and originating train station, a summary of the average daily journeys per suburb (presented 
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Figure 24: Stop exploration - Interface for the stop exploration dashboard. 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Stop exploration - Dashboard content filtered by selecting Perth, summarising SmartRider 

journey origins for the bus stops and train stations in Perth. 

 
 

on the horizontal bar chart), along with two map visualisations. The upper map visualisations, the stop map, shows 

the locations of bus stops and train stations; when zoomed out, the stops are spatially clustered, with the clusters 

subsequently being displayed along with the number of stops within the cluster. The bottom map, the journey map, 

shows a spatial heat map for the journey origins, changing colour from blue, green, yellow, orange, and finally red, 

in accordance with an increasing number of journeys from the stops. The heat map visualisation is dependent on the 

zoom level, as can be seen in Figure 25, which displays the results of selecting Perth from the Regions summary bar 

chart. When a region is selected, this region then acts as a filter that is applied to the other visualisations presented 

in the dashboard. Consequently, selecting Perth will show the train and bus SmartRider journey origins for Perth in 
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each visualisation, and will also change the extent of the maps to match the extent of suburb of Perth. In a similar 

fashion, other suburbs can be added to the filtered set. 
 

A number of variations were developed of this dashboard were produced; further interactions and views are pre- 

sented in Section B for the Appendix 

 
 

5.3.7 Deployment options 
 

 
The current project represents a proof of concept. Consequently, options for deployment are beyond the scope of 

the current project, but would need to be considered when moving from the proof of concept to a prototype and 

subsequently to a demonstrator phase. Included in the deployment option considerations are: confidentiality related 

to releasing aggregated extracts from the SmartRider database through a web interface, the most effective method 

for deploying the web server and data storage (cloud or in house within a government department or PATREC), 

user authentication, and methods to maintain and support the software, including the updating of data within the 

database. 

 

 

5.4 Public Transport Origin Destination Matrix 
 

 
The origin destination matrix case study involved the development of a method for generating the SmartRider 

origin destination matrices over different spatial resolutions and incorporating further query refinements, such as 

including a single token type and date ranges. For example, the O/D matrix summarising the boarding locations for 

school students can be calculated with respect to both the STEM and Suburb spatial resolutions, over a school year, 

for the AM peak, and the subsequent final alighting location for the SmartRider journey. in this case, a SmartRider 

journey corresponds to the PTA definition for a journey, which equates to all trips within n hours of initial boarding, 

depending on the corresponding zone of the boarding. Future work, can consider altering the definition of a journey 

to incorporate a maximum waiting time between trips to define the end of a journey and the subsequent beginning 

of a new journey 
 

The analysis of trip information that is required to generate SmartRider journey origins, and the corresponding 

final destination, at a spatial level represents an example of a non-trivial query. In particular, the flat file database 

store used for the Travel Behaviour model represents a sub-optimal approach to generating an O/D matrix. As the 

links between rows are not encapsulated in the method used to store the data, deriving a subsequent destination 

for each origin would engender searching for a corresponding journey sequences within the database table Conse- 

quently, a method was required to integrate the SmartRider trips into journeys. To solve this, both SQL and NoSQL 

approaches were explored, with the latter being used to integrate “Big Data” concepts to the storage, and subsequent 

querying of the data Both database stores were generated using a transform on the flat file SmartRider data store 

in order to explicitly store the SmartRider journeys in a manner that linked the component trips associated with a 

journey. While this approach was required to develop a more optimal method for extracting O/D matrices, it also 

facilitated the incorporation of the spatial component for the initial boarding, and final alighting, stop locations. 

Additionally, the data transform incorporated further attributes to enable flexible querying to be included in the 

generation of the O/D matrices. 
 

The SQL approach comprised a normalised schema implemented in PostgreSQL/PostGIS. The NoSQL data store 

for this case study was implemented using a Document Database approach (MongoDB), in which each card holder 

was treated as a document. Journeys and associated trips were then stored with the corresponding card holder; 

further information on this process is given in Section 5.1 and in Section C of the appendix. Details on storage 

architecture for the flat file SQL approach, normalised schema for theSmartRider journey structure, and the NoSQL 

document database approaches are given in Section C of the appendix. 
 

The NoSQL approach was ultimately used to generate the SmartRider O/D matrices, due to the increase flexibility 
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inherent in queries enabled by the Document database method for storing data. The normalised SQL database 

schema store was used to verify NoSQL method. This was done both to test the performance of each respective 

approach, and to ensure the transform of the data in both cases resulted in the same O/D matrices. 
 

While the methods for querying each data store type differs, both involve applying a query and a subsequent 

aggregation. For the Document database approach, this takes the form of a mapping function, that applies a filter 

to the journeys within the data store, and a reduce function, which aggregates the output resulting from the filter. 

This process was performed to determine all journeys originating within a given STEM zone, and to then calculate 

the sum of final alightings for each destination at the stop level. That is, the destinations were determined at point 

level, with subsequent regional level aggregation being done in memory via processing the result of the database 

query. In this manner, a number of O/D matrices were generated for the STEM zones, for different periods of day, 

comprising 7AM to 9AM, 9AM to 4PM, 4PM to 6PM, and the remaining (6PM to 7AM) In each case, the matrix 

was calculated over the 2015/2016 Financial year incorporating school terms only. 
 

This approach was extended to incorporate destination locations, with an O/D matrix, in this case an O/D vector. 

The O/D vector is generated based on the stops around a location, acting as the destination, with the remaining stops 

in the Perth metro area acting as origin points. For example, an O/D vector was generated for Curtin University bus 

station, with the STEM zones acting as the origin stop aggregation method, and the bus stops at the station as the 

destination. In this case, the destination is determined by a point location, such as the latitude and longitude for the 

bus station, and a distance, Xm; the destination is then defined as all stops within Xm of the given point location. 

This can be extended to include stops within Xm of a place.  For example, a shopping centre can be defined as 

a destination based the centre’s footprint rather than as a point location. In this case, all bus stops within Xm of 

the boundary of the footprint, along with all the bus stops within the footprint, incorporate the stops that comprise 

the destination describing the shopping centre. The method more accurately represents larger destinations when 

compared with using a point to represent the destination. 
 

The result for each query was stored in the document database, with the output of the subsequent extracts being 

produced in a comma separated value (CSV) format. For each file, the first row stores the ID numbers (e.g., STEM 

zone number), and, similarly, the first column store the ID numbers. Each cell of the CSV file then details the 

mean, or total, number of journeys from the entry in the first column ID to the ID indicated by first row of the cells 

column. A JavaScript object notation (JSON) output format that explicitly stores the origin, destination, and count 

was also supplied. 
 

A number of query extensions can be incorporated into the OD matrix generation workflow. For example, se- 

quences through the journey can also be incorporated by developing an O/D matrix query that determines the matrix 

for journeys comprising of a bus trip and then a train trip to the journey destination, or a bus, train, bus journey 

sequence. Further, certain outputs from Project 4.2, that represent derived attributes and demographics determined 

through data driven analysis, can also be incorporated into an extension to the case study workflow, for example, by 

determining an O/D matrix for office workers. The subsequent output of the OD matrices can be used to compare 

to the data driven approach to existing transport models, and can also be incorporated into various visualisations in 

order to explore the properties of the matrices. 
 

 
 

6 What Next 
 

 
The development process for a long term project is as follows. First, a proof of concept is developed, using a con- 

strained scope to showcase concept in order to answer the question “is the idea viable and wanted.” Subsequently, 

a demonstrator, or prototype phase is undertaken, which expands the proof of concept to apply to multiple use 

cases, incorporating a constrained roll out to test the viability of the project with a wider audience. Finally, is the 

deployment phase, which includes a wider roll out with a mechanism identified for support and maintenance of 

the resulting system, including adding, or updating, the datasets in the system, and expanding the available models 
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and use cases. In this final instance, the system could also become a mechanism for disseminating results from 

PATREC research projects. 
 

The current project corresponds to the initial phase, representing a proof of concept of a decision support system 

for transport. The next stage would comprise a demonstrator project that expands upon the modelling outputs and 

dashboard concepts introduced in Project 4.1. In order to develop the scope for the next stage, a number of potential 

problems will need to be identified that can be addressed using the SmartRider data, in conjunction with ancillary 

linked data. Further datasets of interest should also be considered in developing this scope. 
 

 
 

7 Project Linkages 
 

 
In addition to linkages between projects 4.1 and 4.2, a number of linkages with other PATREC projects have been 

undertaken over the course of the project. The Project 4.1 team has generated indicators and dimensions for Project 

1, and is currently exploring collaborations with PATREC project 3, including a potential ARC linkage project. 

They have also been asked to assist Project 2. 
 

 
 

8 Academic Outputs 
 

 
One abstract was accepted in the 15th International Conference on Computers in Urban Planning and Urban Man- 

agement (2017): 
 

• What’s Driving Public Transport in Perth: Understanding Determinants and Dynamics [2] 
 

Subsequent extracts have been submitted to the Conference of Australian Institutes of Transport Research (CAITR) 

2017, and the writing of a journal paper detailing the approach is currently underway. 
 

 
 

9 Project Outputs 
 

 
The project outputs are as follows: 

 

• Database - A PostGIS database, along with a MongoDB database that contain the secondary data, summary 

extracts from the SmartRider data, along with the SmartRider data, and the SmartRider data, along with the 

generated models, respectively. 
 

• Data server - Web server that handles data management and access, model generation, storage and retrieval, 

and incorporates the web server required to provide web access to the data and models. 
 

• Interface - Incorporated into the data server is a web server that provides access to the interface page that 

enables interaction with the models and acts as a portal to the dashboards. 
 

• Web dashboards - Four dashboards that each demonstrate a particular concept with respect to interacting with 

the travel behaviour models, or the data behind the models. 
 

• Report - A report detailing the system design and implementation, along with the models that were generated. 

The data server, interface and web dashboard comprise the software output component for the project. 
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10 Timeline and Milestones 
 

 
Dates below were adjusted from the project proposal to reflect the revised start date in November. Project was 

approximately 8 weeks behind schedule due to a delay in processing the GTFS data (required for the public transport 

supply dimension of the Travel Behaviour model). However, work on the model development and dashboards 

continued in parallel, and the results of the data processing have been integrated into the model in order to mitigate 

the delay. The timeline has been updated to reflect this subsequent delay. 
 

 
 
 

Inception meeting (Jun 2016) 

Table 15: Estimated timeline. 

 

 Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug 

Data Management            
Progress review (Nov 2016)           
Data analysis and visualisation           
Progress review (Mar 2016)           
Dashboard and presentation of results           
Workshops with stakeholders            
Final report            
Final Meeting (Aug 2017)           
Results dissemination            

 
 
 

11 Curtin University Spatial Research Hub Team Expertise 
 

 
Name Primary Expertise 

Data mining, data visualisation, web GIS and spatial 
Dr Simon Moncrieff (Spatial Research Hub)  

analytics. 

Tristan Reed (Spatial Sciences) Semantic web and web services, computer science. 

E.-K. Gulland (Spatial Sciences) Semantic web and web services, computer science. 

Dr S Zaung Nau (Information Systems) Data modelling. 

Prof Geoff West (Spatial Research Hub) Computer Science advice and sounding board. 

Mike Ridout (Spatial Research Hub) Project management and liaison. 

 
 

 

12 Steering Committee 
 

 
• Damien Martin, Department of Planning. 

 

• Renlong Han, Department of Transport. 
 

• Sue Hellyer , Department of Transport. 
 

• Tom Pacy, Public Transport Authority. 
 

• Wes Soet, Main Roads. 
 

• Laura Cook, Treasury. 
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 Public Transport us- 

age density 

Total number of 
journeys   from   an 
origin region 

 

PTA 
 

Data Lake 

 

Appendix 
 

 

A Data 
 

 
Dimensions Indicator Description Source Status 

Spatial Context 

  

Urban Area 
Urban area used to 
calculate the urban 
area of a region 

 

Landgate 
 

Software API 

Patronage 
 

 
 

Dimensions 
 

Public transport ser- 

vice provision 
Accessibility Initial - Average 

stops (all) per km2 
PTA/GTFS Software API 

 Service Frequency Frequency  of  ser- 
vice 

PTA/GTFS Web API 

 Train station acces- 

sibility 
Frequency  of  ser- 
vice 

PTA/GTFS Software API 

Land use Character- 

istics 

 

Population density 
Estimated popula- 
tion density by age 
and gender 

 

ABS Consultancy 
 

Software API 

 School student pop- 

ulation density 

Population  density 
of  school  students 
(up to year 12) 

 

Curtin BI tools 
 

Web API 

 
 

University   student 

population 

Population den- 
sity   of   university 
students at each 
campus 

 
Curtin BI tools 

 
Web API 

  

Employment 
Employment den- 
sity - Both full time 
and part time 

 

ABS 
 

Web API 

 

Urban Form 
 

Road density 
Road density mea- 
sured as road length 

in km per km2 

 

Landgate 
 

Software API 

  

Proximity to city 
Straight   line   dis- 
tance   to   the   city 
centre. 

 

Derived 
 

Web API 

 

Dimensions Indicator Description Source Status 
Dimensions 

 

Socio-economic 

Variables 

 

Income groups 
Number  of  people 
in specified income 
bands 

 

ABS 
 

Web API 

 Car ownership Car  ownership  per 
household (up to 30) 

ABS Web API 

 Rent Average monthly 
rent 

ABS Web API 
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B Extended Visualisation Examples 
 

 
Figures 26 and 27 show examples of using the map layer selector to alter the context shown on the map, which 

aids in interpreting the presented data. Figure 26 shows an example of selecting the train lines, train stations, and 

an 800m train station buffer from the map layer selector menu. Figure 27 shows an example of an alternative base 

layer, in this case the Open Street Map6 black and white base layer, which may provide a better contrast to the 

presented thematic map, at the expense of the context provided by the base layer through the use of colour in the 

symbology presented. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 26: Visualisation interface - Contextual layer selection example. 

 

 
Figures 28 to 31 show further examples of the model exploration dashboard. The figures highlight the summaries 

of the public transport journey origins, the travel profiles, for a selected suburb, the blue line, in comparison with 

the average travel profile, indicated by the red line. In the case of of figures 31 and 29, the comparison is to 

all suburbs in the Perth metro area. However, Figure 28 uses an average travel profile calculated using a subset of 

suburbs corresponding to those shown by applying the filter depicted in the scatter plot, which in this case comprises 

suburbs with good utilisation scores, and relatively high public transport usage. It can be seen from the summary 

comparisons that both Como and Crawley comprise more public transport journey origins. As indicated by the AM 

and PM peaks, Como is predominantly a generator, due to the larger AM peak; the PM peak, while lower, is still 

large in comparison with the average PM peak, indicating that Como is mixed with respect to being a generator 

and attractor. The distribution of public transport travel profile for Crawley differs from the averaged summary, 

with the peak origins being more spread out; thus Crawley corresponds to an attractor, or destination, that does not 

comply with a 9 −  5 destination due to the presence of UWA. Conversely, Redcliffe is exhibits slightly lower than 
average public transport usage, while being predominantly a generator. 

 

Figure 30 shows a further example of the feature exploration dashboard; in this case, the figure shows the em- 

ployment for areas with lower utilisation and higher public transport usage. 
 

Figures 32 to 34 show further examples of the stop exploration dashboard, showing examples of filtering the 
 

6 ?iiT,ffrrrXQT2Mbi`22iKaTXQ`;f+QTv`B;?i 
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Figure 27: Visualisation interface - Base layer selection example. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 28: Model Exploration Dashboard - Como travel profile, with comparison region comprising 

utilisation above 0 with a relatively high public transport usage density. 

 
 

results by selecting multiple suburbs, by train lines, and by the average number of SmartRider journey origins per 

day by from a train station. 
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Figure 29: Model Exploration Dashboard - Crawley travel profile. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 30: Feature Exploration Dashboard - Employment for areas with lower utilisation and higher 

public transport usage. 
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Figure 31: Model Exploration Dashboard - Redcliffe travel profile. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 32: Stop exploration dashboard - Dashboard content filtered by selecting Perth, summarising 

SmartRider journey origins for the stops in Perth and Joondalup. 
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Figure 33: Stop exploration dashboard - Dashboard content filtered by selecting SmartRider journey 

origins for the Midland, Armadale, and Fremantle lines. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 34: Stop exploration dashboard - Dashboard content filtered by selecting weekday, along with 

SmartRider journey origins for the Armadale and Midland train lines, in conjunction with stations with 

fewer than 1000 SmartRider journey origins per day, on average. 
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C Data Management 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SmartRider_Import_Layer 

 

id AutoField 
Cardid IntegerField 
EtimCode CharField 
JourneyId CharField 
JourneySequence IntegerField 
Jrny IntegerField 
OffDate DateTimeField 
OffLandmark IntegerField 
OffLocation IntegerField 
OffTran CharField 
OffZone IntegerField 
OnDate DateTimeField 
OnLandmark IntegerField 
OnLocation IntegerField 
OnMode CharField 
OnRef FloatField 
OnTran CharField 
OnType IntegerField 
OnZone IntegerField 
TicketType CharField 
Token CharField 
TransactionAmt FloatField 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 35: The SmartRider flat file database schema. 
 

 
Figures 35 to 35 describe the three database structures used to store, and access, the SmartRider data extract. 

The flat file schema, shown in Figure 35, was used to store the initial data extract, and was queried to produce the 

summaries of SmartRider journey origins for the Travel Behaviour models. This data store was created by reading 

the data extract, received in comma separated value (CSV) format, directly into the database. 
 

The normalised schema, Figure 35, and the NoSQL document database, Figure 37 were developed for the deriva- 

tion of the SmartRider origin destination matrices. In this case, each data store was generated from a transform 

and processing of the flat file SmartRider store, with the journey origin and destinations stored explicitly within the 

data structures used; thus the journey origins and destinations can be queried directly. Further, each store enabled 

a spatial query to be executed in order to determine all SmartRider journey origins, or destinations, for the stops 

within a given region. This enabled the generation of O/D matrices across a number of spatial resolutions. 
 

A Hadoop distributed file system approach was also considered, with initial testing comprising loading the initial 

SmartRider data extract onto a single node, or computer. However, the desired infrastructure required to convert 

this into a distributed approach was not available, and hence this approach was rejected in favour of the MongoDB 

approach. 
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SmartRider_Trip 
 

tripID AutoField 
beginSegment ForeignKey (segmentID) 

endSegment ForeignKey (segmentID) 

journeyID                   ForeignKey (journeyID) 

fareType CharField 
journeyOrder IntegerField 
mode CharField 
monthOrder IntegerField 
service CharField 
serviceOrder IntegerField 
value FloatField 

 

 
journeyID (smartrider_trip) 

 

 

SmartRider_Journey 
 

journeyID  IntegerField 

tagOffSegment ForeignKey (segmentID) 

tagOnSegment ForeignKey (segmentID) 

smartRiderID  IntegerField 

 

 
 

beginSegment (beginSegment) endSegment (endSegment) 

 
tagOnSegment (tagOnSegment) tagOffSegment (tagOffSegment) 

 

 
SmartRider_Segment 

 

segmentID AutoField 
stop ForeignKey (stop_id) 

dateTime DateTimeField 
tagLineToLine BooleanField 
tagSynthetic BooleanField 
tagType CharField 
zone CharField 

 

 
stop (smartrider_segment) 

 

 
TransPerth_Stop 

 

stop_id IntegerField 

distance_from_perth FloatField 
distance_to_perth FloatField 

line CharField 
location PointField 
mode CharField 
name CharField 
order_from_perth IntegerField 
suburb CharField 
zone CharField 

 

 
 
 

Figure 36: The SmartRider normalised database schema, linking segment, trip and journey information 

to the stop location point data. 
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Card 1 

 
Card N 

Card Id 
Journeys 

Card Id 
Journeys  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Journey Id 
Journey 1  

Journey Id 
Journey N 

Journey start location (point) 
Journey end location (point) 
Number of trips 
Trip 

Journey start location (point) 
Journey end location (point) 
Number of trips 
Trip 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trip Segment 1 
Trip segment Id 
Trip start location 
Trip end location 
Date/Time board 
Date/Time alight 
Mode 
Ticket type 

Trip Segment N 
Trip segment Id 
Trip start location 
Trip end location 
Date/Time board 
Date/Time alight 
Mode 
Ticket type 

 

Figure 37: The SmartRider Document database storage structure, linking segment, trip and journey 

information. 
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D Travel Behaviour Model Visualisations 
 

 
Figures 38 to 42 show the spatial visualisations of a number of the generated travel behaviour models, zoomed in 

to the metro area surrounding the Perth CBD. 

 

 
 

Figure 38: Base Model: The spatial visualisation of the base Travel Behaviour model, using all dimen- 

sions calculated over all day and time categories. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 39: Demand Model:The spatial visualisation of the demand based Travel Behaviour model, using 

the Land Use, Socio-economic, and Urban form dimensions calculated over all day and time categories. 
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Figure 40: Supply Model: The spatial visualisation of the supply based Travel Behaviour model, using 

service provision calculated over all day and time categories, along with the minimum distance to a 

train station. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 41: Land Use model: The spatial visualisation of the land use based Travel Behaviour model, 

using the Land Use dimension calculated over all day and time categories. 
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Figure 42: Spatial Smoothing Model: The spatial visualisation of the base Travel Behaviour model 

generated using spatial smoothing, using the Land Use dimension calculated over all day and time 

categories. 
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E Travel Behaviour Model Results 
 

 
This section presents summary descriptions for a number of variations of the Travel Behaviour models that were 

generated for the travel behaviour analysis case study. In each case the Census Year (CY) is indicated along with 

the day type, and time segment used. The dimensions used correspond to those detailed in Section 5.2.1 

 

 

E.1 Base Model: Travel behaviour model (Suburbs) - All times (CY2011) 
 

 
Includes weekday and weekend public transport usage (sum), over all times (CY2011). Details are shown in Ta- 

bles 16 to 18. 

 

Table 16: Model summary 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.869 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.862 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  129.3 
Date: Fri, 21 Jul 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   2.27e-127 
Time: 03:46:20 Log-Likelihood: -153.55 
No. Observations: 330 AIC:  341.1 
Df Residuals: 313 BIC:  405.7 
Df Model: 16  

 

 

Table 17: Model properties 

 
Omnibus:  18.666 Durbin-Watson: 2.182 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 54.470 
Skew: -0.017 Prob(JB): 1.49e-12 
Kurtosis:  4.990 Cond. No. 374. 

 

Table 18: Summary of the independent variables 
 

 
 

In d ep e n de n t Varia b le 

Constant 

co e f 

0.2823 

std e r r t 

1.217 0.232 

P >|t | 
0.817 

[0 .02 

-2.112 

5 0.9 7 5 ] 

2.677 Population Dimension 0 -0.3179 0.077 -4.125 0.000 -0.470 -0.166 
Population Dimension 1 -0.0882 0.038 -2.350 0.019 -0.162 -0.014 
Income Dimension 0 0.4368 0.125 3.484 0.001 0.190 0.684 
Affluence Dimension 0 -0.0495 0.028 -1.757 0.080 -0.105 0.006 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.1868 0.045 -4.148 0.000 -0.275 -0.098 
Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.1343 0.146 -0.921 0.358 -0.421 0.153 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.1438 0.161 0.892 0.373 -0.173 0.461 
Retail Density (Log) 0.1033 0.071 1.462 0.145 -0.036 0.242 
Office Density (Log) 0.1504 0.142 1.055 0.292 -0.130 0.431 
Health Density (Log) -0.0583 0.069 -0.842 0.400 -0.194 0.078 
University Density (Log) 1.1000 0.347 3.171 0.002 0.417 1.783 
Road Density (Log) 0.1821 0.194 0.936 0.350 -0.201 0.565 
Straight Line (Log) -0.1514 0.104 -1.450 0.148 -0.357 0.054 
Train Distance (Log) -0.2729 0.076 -3.586 0.000 -0.423 -0.123 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.6734 0.063 10.618 0.000 0.549 0.798 
PT Service Frequency (Log) 0.0570 0.037 1.533 0.126 -0.016 0.130 

 
 

E.2 Travel behaviour model demand (Suburbs) - All times (CY2011) 
 

 
Model generated using the demand indicators, calculated over weekday and weekend public transport usage (sum), 

over all times (CY2011). Details are shown in Tables 19 to 21. 
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Table 19: Model summary - demand model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared: 0.816 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.809 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic: 108.1 
Date: Mon, 07 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic): 7.69e-108 
Time: 06:04:46 Log-Likelihood: -208.76 
No. Observations: 330 AIC: 445.5 
Df Residuals: 316 BIC: 498.7 
Df Model: 13 RMSE Residual: 0.1565 

 

Table 20: Model properties - demand model 

 
Omnibus:  74.263 Durbin-Watson: 2.211 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 442.306 
Skew: -0.766 Prob(JB): 9.00e-97 
Kurtosis:  8.461 Cond. No. 369. 

 

Table 21: Summary of the independent variables - demand model 
 

 
 

In de p e n de n t Varia b le 

Constant 

co e f 

0.6185 

std e r r t 

1.428 0.433 

P >|t | 
0.665 

[0 .02 

-2.192 

5 0.9 7 5 ] 

3.429 Population Dimension 0 -0.4592 0.089 -5.145 0.000 -0.635 -0.284 
Population Dimension 1 -0.1361 0.044 -3.104 0.002 -0.222 -0.050 
Income Dimension 0 0.5140 0.147 3.495 0.001 0.225 0.803 
Affluence Dimension 0 0.0149 0.032 0.463 0.644 -0.048 0.078 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.2519 0.052 -4.803 0.000 -0.355 -0.149 
Manufacturing Density (Log) 0.0466 0.166 0.281 0.779 -0.280 0.373 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.0189 0.185 0.102 0.919 -0.345 0.383 
Retail Density (Log) 0.1494 0.082 1.820 0.070 -0.012 0.311 
Office Density (Log) 0.3279 0.164 2.005 0.046 0.006 0.650 
Health Density (Log) -0.1212 0.080 -1.512 0.131 -0.279 0.036 
University Density (Log) 0.9580 0.403 2.376 0.018 0.165 1.751 
Road Density (Log) 0.7695 0.219 3.516 0.001 0.339 1.200 
Straight Line (Log) -0.2724 0.112 -2.427 0.016 -0.493 -0.052 

 
 

E.3 Travel behaviour model supply (Suburbs) - All times (CY2011) 
 

 
Model generated using the supply indicators (spatial and temporal service densities), calculated over weekday and 

weekend public transport usage (sum), over all times (CY2011). Details are shown in Tables 22 to 24. 

 
Table 22: Model summary - supply model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.823 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.821 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  505.5 
Date: Mon, 07 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   3.22e-122 
Time: 06:04:46 Log-Likelihood: -202.67 
No. Observations: 330 AIC:  413.3 
Df Residuals: 326 BIC:  428.5 
Df Model: 3  
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Table 23: Model properties - supply model 

 
Omnibus: 32.213 Durbin-Watson: 2.045 
Prob(Omnibus): 0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 146.107 
Skew: 0.172 Prob(JB): 1.88e-32 
Kurtosis: 6.242 Cond. No. 5.58 

 

Table 24: Summary of the independent variables - supply model 

 
Independent Variable 
Constant 

coef 
3.5349 

std err 
0.060 

t 
59.254 

P>|t| 
0.000 

[0.025 
3.418 

0.975] 
3.652 

Train Distance (Log) -0.4359 0.073 -5.942 0.000 -0.580 -0.292 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 1.0704 0.045 24.040 0.000 0.983 1.158 
Pt Service Frequency Dim 0 (Log) 0.1936 0.034 5.695 0.000 0.127 0.261 

 

E.4 Travel Behaviour Model (Suburbs) – Weekdays, AM Peak (CY2011) 
 

 
Travel behaviour model (Suburbs) - Time: AM Peak - Days:Weekday (CY2011). Details are shown in Tables 25 

to 27. 
 

Table 25: Model summary - Weekdays, AM peak model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.836 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.828 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  99.09 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   1.93e-111 
Time: 02:47:29 Log-Likelihood: -154.87 
No. Observations: 327 AIC:  343.7 
Df Residuals: 310 BIC:  408.2 
Df Model: 16  

 
 

 

E.5 Travel Behaviour Model (Suburbs) – Weekdays, PM Peak (CY2011) 
 

 
Travel behaviour model (Suburbs) - Time: PM Peak - Days:Weekday (CY2011) Details are shown in Tables 28 

to 30. 

 

 

E.6 Travel Behaviour Model (Suburbs) – Employment Characteristics CY2011) 
 

 
Travel behaviour model (Suburbs) - Employment characteristics - All times (CY2011). Details are shown in Ta- 

bles 31 to 33. 

 

 

E.7 Travel Behaviour Model (Suburbs) – Land Use Characteristics CY2011) 
 

 
Travel behaviour model (Suburbs) - Land use characteristics - All times (CY2011)Details are shown in Tables 34 

to 36. 

 

 

E.8 Travel Behaviour Model (Suburbs) – Land Use and Service Provision Characteristics 

CY2011) 

 
Travel behaviour model (Suburbs) - Land use and service provision - All times (CY2011).Details are shown in 

Tables 37 to 39. 
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Table 26: Summary of the independent variables - Weekdays, AM peak model 
 

 

 co e f std e r  P >|t | [0 .02 5 0.9 7 5 ] 

Constant 1.7788 1.227 1.450 0.148 -0.636 4.193  
Population Dimension 0 -0.2894 0.078 -3.731 0.000 -0.442 -0.137 
Population Dimension 1 -0.0738 0.038 -1.917 0.056 -0.149 0.002 
Income Dimension 0 0.3105 0.128 2.432 0.016 0.059 0.562 
Affluence Dimension 0 -0.0122 0.029 -0.422 0.673 -0.069 0.045 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.1597 0.047 -3.363 0.001 -0.253 -0.066 
Manufacturing Density (Log) 0.0127 0.146 0.086 0.931 -0.275 0.301 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.0969 0.163 0.595 0.552 -0.223 0.417 
Retail Density (Log) 0.1665 0.071 2.332 0.020 0.026 0.307 
Office Density (Log) -0.1229 0.144 -0.855 0.393 -0.406 0.160 
Health Density (Log) -0.1161 0.070 -1.660 0.098 -0.254 0.021 
University Density (Log) 0.6785 0.350 1.940 0.053 -0.010 1.367 
Road Density (Log) 0.2549 0.202 1.264 0.207 -0.142 0.652 
Straight Line (Log) -0.1736 0.105 -1.658 0.098 -0.380 0.032 
Train Distance (Log) -0.2691 0.077 -3.496 0.001 -0.421 -0.118 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.5841 0.074 7.932 0.000 0.439 0.729 
Pt Service Frequency Dim 0 (Log) 0.0314 0.031 1.028 0.305 -0.029 0.092 

 
 

Table 27: Model properties - Weekdays AM peak model 

 
Omnibus:  28.923 Durbin-Watson: 2.182 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 76.633 
Skew:  0.384 Prob(JB): 2.29e-17 
Kurtosis:  5.244 Cond. No. 373. 

 

 

Table 28: Model summary - Weekdays PM peak model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.780 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.769 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  68.59 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   1.83e-91 
Time: 02:47:29 Log-Likelihood: -272.20 
No. Observations: 326 AIC:  578.4 
Df Residuals: 309 BIC:  642.8 
Df Model: 16  

 

 

Table 29: Summary of the independent variables - Weekdays PM peak model 
 

 

 co e f std e r  P >|t | [0 .02 5 0.9 7 5 ] 

Constant -2.7276 1.764 -1.546 0.123 -6.199 0.744  
Population Dimension 0 -0.1421 0.093 -1.526 0.128 -0.325 0.041 
Population Dimension 1 0.0409 0.048 0.843 0.400 -0.055 0.136 
Income Dimension 0 0.1859 0.162 1.149 0.252 -0.133 0.504 
Affluence Dimension 0 -0.0026 0.037 -0.071 0.943 -0.075 0.070 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.1136 0.067 -1.701 0.090 -0.245 0.018 
Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.3268 0.209 -1.567 0.118 -0.737 0.084 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.0829 0.232 0.357 0.721 -0.374 0.540 
Retail Density (Log) 0.0088 0.103 0.086 0.932 -0.193 0.211 
Office Density (Log) 0.6594 0.205 3.220 0.001 0.256 1.062 
Health Density (Log) 0.0123 0.100 0.123 0.903 -0.185 0.209 
University Density (Log) 1.3619 0.501 2.716 0.007 0.375 2.348 
Road Density (Log) 0.5999 0.296 2.029 0.043 0.018 1.182 
Straight Line (Log) -0.0775 0.144 -0.540 0.590 -0.360 0.205 
Train Distance (Log) -0.2686 0.111 -2.430 0.016 -0.486 -0.051 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.6641 0.097 6.815 0.000 0.472 0.856 
Pt Service Frequency Dim 0 (Log) -0.0026 0.021 -0.122 0.903 -0.044 0.039 
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Table 30: Model properties - Weekdays PM peak model 

 
Omnibus:  26.684 Durbin-Watson: 2.194 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 109.629 
Skew: -0.004 Prob(JB): 1.56e-24 
Kurtosis:  5.841 Cond. No. 382. 

 

Table 31: Model summary - Employment Characteristics model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.622 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.617 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  106.8 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   2.38e-66 
Time: 09:43:40 Log-Likelihood: -327.78 
No. Observations: 330 AIC:  667.6 
Df Residuals: 324 BIC:  690.3 
Df Model: 5  

 

Table 32: Summary of the independent variables - Employment Characteristics model 

 
co e f std e r r t P >|t | [0 .02 5 0.9 7 5 ] 

 

 
Constant 

 

 
2.3025 

 

 
0.116 

 

 
19.834 

 

 
0.000 

 

 
2.074 

 
2.531 Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.8256 0.220 -3.749 0.000 -1.259 -0.392 

Service Industry Density (Log) 0.5375 0.241 2.232 0.026 0.064 1.011 
Retail Density (Log) 0.0680 0.112 0.609 0.543 -0.152 0.288 
Office Density (Log) 1.1998 0.187 6.406 0.000 0.831 1.568 
Health Density (Log) 0.0754 0.109 0.693 0.489 -0.139 0.290 

 

Table 33: Model properties - Employment Characteristics model 

 
Omnibus:  94.012 Durbin-Watson: 2.082 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 296.407 
Skew: -1.261 Prob(JB): 4.33e-65 
Kurtosis:  6.899 Cond. No. 29.1 

 

Table 34: Model summary - Land Use Characteristics model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.775 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.770 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  138.6 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   2.53e-99 
Time: 09:43:41 Log-Likelihood: -241.98 
No. Observations: 330 AIC: 502.0 
Df Residuals: 321 BIC:  536.2 
Df Model: 8  

 

Table 35: Summary of the independent variables - Land Use Characteristics model 

 
co e f std e r r t P >|t | [0 .02 5 0.9 7 5 ] 

 

 
Constant 

 

 
0.1207 

 

 
1.450 

 

 
0.083 

 

 
0.934 

 

 
-2.733 

 
2.974 Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.0507 0.179 -0.283 0.778 -0.404 0.302 

Service Industry Density (Log) 0.1314 0.189 0.696 0.487 -0.240 0.503 
Retail Density (Log) 0.1043 0.088 1.186 0.237 -0.069 0.277 
Office Density (Log) 0.5971 0.151 3.941 0.000 0.299 0.895 
Health Density (Log) -0.0678 0.086 -0.789 0.430 -0.237 0.101 
University Density (Log) 0.8372 0.440 1.902 0.058 -0.029 1.703 
Population Dimension 0 -0.2149 0.015 -14.761 0.000 -0.244 -0.186 
Population Dimension 1 -0.0238 0.025 -0.954 0.341 -0.073 0.025 
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Table 36: Model properties - Land Use Characteristics model 

 
Omnibus:  74.320 Durbin-Watson: 2.190 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 661.004 
Skew: -0.623 Prob(JB): 2.92e-144 
Kurtosis:  9.820 Cond. No. 260. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 37: Model summary - Land Use and Service Provision Characteristics model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.858 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.853 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  174.3 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   1.77e-127 
Time: 09:43:41 Log-Likelihood: -166.65 
No. Observations: 330 AIC:  357.3 
Df Residuals: 318 BIC:  402.9 
Df Model: 11  

 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 38: Summary of the independent variables - Land Use and Service Provision Characteristics 

model 

 
 co e f std e r  P >|t | [0 .02 5 0.9 7 5 ] 

Constant -0.2152 1.166 -0.185 0.854 -2.510 2.079  
Train Distance (Log) -0.3131 0.077 -4.068 0.000 -0.465 -0.162 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.7389 0.060 12.305 0.000 0.621 0.857 
Pt Service Frequency Dim 0 (Log) 0.0874 0.034 2.549 0.011 0.020 0.155 
Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.1634 0.147 -1.108 0.269 -0.454 0.127 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.1274 0.153 0.831 0.406 -0.174 0.429 
Retail Density (Log) 0.1041 0.071 1.465 0.144 -0.036 0.244 
Office Density (Log) 0.2337 0.131 1.778 0.076 -0.025 0.492 
Health Density (Log) -0.0494 0.070 -0.710 0.478 -0.186 0.088 
University Density (Log) 1.0686 0.356 3.005 0.003 0.369 1.768 
Population Dimension 0 -0.0863 0.015 -5.668 0.000 -0.116 -0.056 
Population Dimension 1 0.0028 0.020 0.139 0.889 -0.037 0.042 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 39: Model properties - Land Use and Service Provision Characteristics model 

 
Omnibus:  22.827 Durbin-Watson: 2.189 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 78.622 
Skew:  0.055 Prob(JB): 8.46e-18 
Kurtosis:  5.389 Cond. No. 268. 
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E.9 Travel Behaviour Model (Suburbs) – Land Use and Socio-economic Characteristics 

CY2011) 

 
Travel behaviour model (Suburbs) - Land use and Socio-economic - All times (CY2011).Details are shown in 

Tables 40 to 42. 

 

Table 40: Model summary - Land Use and Socio-economic Characteristics model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.807 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.800 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  120.5 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   2.30e-106 
Time: 09:43:41 Log-Likelihood: -217.39 
No. Observations: 330 AIC:  458.8 
Df Residuals: 318 BIC:  504.4 
Df Model: 11  

 

Table 41: Summary of the independent variables - Land Use and Socio-economic Characteristics model 

 
co e f std e r r t P >|t | [0 .02 5 0.9 7 5 ] 

 

 
Constant 

 

 
0.5018 

 

 
1.355 

 

 
0.370 

 

 
0.711 

 

 
-2.164 

 
3.168 Manufacturing Density (Log) 0.0262 0.169 0.155 0.877 -0.306 0.358 

Service Industry Density (Log) 0.0763 0.180 0.423 0.672 -0.278 0.431 
Retail Density (Log) 0.1106 0.083 1.327 0.185 -0.053 0.275 
Office Density (Log) 0.4684 0.157 2.977 0.003 0.159 0.778 
Health Density (Log) -0.1034 0.082 -1.266 0.206 -0.264 0.057 
University Density (Log) 0.7914 0.411 1.928 0.055 -0.016 1.599 
Population Dimension 0 -0.4613 0.089 -5.160 0.000 -0.637 -0.285 
Population Dimension 1 -0.1163 0.044 -2.663 0.008 -0.202 -0.030 
Income Dimension 0 0.4527 0.149 3.047 0.003 0.160 0.745 
Affluence Dimension 0 0.0168 0.033 0.512 0.609 -0.048 0.081 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.2793 0.053 -5.247 0.000 -0.384 -0.175 

 

Table 42: Model properties - Land Use and Socio-economic Characteristics model 

 
Omnibus:  61.480 Durbin-Watson: 2.192 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 321.142 
Skew: -0.635 Prob(JB): 1.84e-70 
Kurtosis:  7.663 Cond. No. 262. 

 

 
 

E.10 Travel Behaviour Model (Suburbs) – Land Use, Service Provision and Socio-economic 

Characteristics CY2011) 

 
Travel behaviour model (Suburbs) - Land use, service provision and Socio-economic - All times (CY2011).Details 

are shown in Tables 43 to 45. 
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Table 43: Model summary - Land Use, Service Provision and Socio-economic Characteristics model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.868 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.862 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  147.3 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   5.69e-129 
Time: 09:43:41 Log-Likelihood: -154.94 
No. Observations: 330 AIC:  339.9 
Df Residuals: 315 BIC:  396.9 
Df Model: 14  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 44: Summary of the independent variables - Land Use, Service Provision and Socio-economic 

Characteristics model 

 
 co e f std e r  P >|t | [0 .02 5 0.9 7 5 ] 

Constant -0.0723 1.133 -0.064 0.949 -2.301 2.157  
Train Distance (Log) -0.2846 0.076 -3.756 0.000 -0.434 -0.136 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.6896 0.061 11.220 0.000 0.569 0.811 
Pt Service Frequency Dim 0 (Log) 0.0809 0.034 2.382 0.018 0.014 0.148 
Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.1173 0.144 -0.814 0.416 -0.401 0.166 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.1193 0.152 0.783 0.434 -0.180 0.419 
Retail Density (Log) 0.0872 0.070 1.245 0.214 -0.051 0.225 
Office Density (Log) 0.2005 0.138 1.458 0.146 -0.070 0.471 
Health Density (Log) -0.0468 0.069 -0.679 0.498 -0.182 0.089 
University Density (Log) 1.0382 0.345 3.009 0.003 0.359 1.717 
Population Dimension 0 -0.3067 0.076 -4.033 0.000 -0.456 -0.157 
Population Dimension 1 -0.0768 0.037 -2.094 0.037 -0.149 -0.005 
Income Dimension 0 0.4122 0.124 3.312 0.001 0.167 0.657 
Affluence Dimension 0 -0.0547 0.028 -1.957 0.051 -0.110 0.000 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.1911 0.045 -4.248 0.000 -0.280 -0.103 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 45: Model properties - Land Use, Service Provision and Socio-economic Characteristics model 

 
Omnibus: 18.773 Durbin-Watson: 2.184 
Prob(Omnibus): 0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 55.110 
Skew: -0.004 Prob(JB): 1.08e-12 
Kurtosis: 5.002 Cond. No. 269. 
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E.11 Travel Behaviour Model (Suburbs) – Alternative Axes CY2011) 
 

 
This section details the model for the Alternative Axes - Travel behaviour model (Suburbs with Land use, service 

provision, urban form and Socio-economic over all times (CY2011)). Details are shown in Tables 46 to 48. 

 
Table 46:  Model summary - Alternative Axes model over land use, service provision and socio- 

economic variables 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared: 0.864 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.858 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic: 133.5 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic): 2.41e-126 
Time: 09:43:41 Log-Likelihood: -158.68 
No. Observations: 330 AIC: 349.4 
Df Residuals: 314 BIC: 410.1 
Df Model: 15   

 

 

Table 47: Summary of the independent variables - Alternative Axes model over land use, service pro- 

vision and socio-economic variables 

 
 co e f std e r  P >|t | [0 .02 5 0.9 7 5 ] 

Constant 3.7817 0.521 7.263 0.000 2.757 4.806  
Population Dimension 0 -0.3303 0.085 -3.904 0.000 -0.497 -0.164 
Income Dimension 0 0.4377 0.127 3.449 0.001 0.188 0.687 
Affluence Dimension 0 -0.0481 0.029 -1.683 0.093 -0.104 0.008 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.1895 0.046 -4.151 0.000 -0.279 -0.100 
Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.1477 0.148 -0.999 0.318 -0.438 0.143 
Service Industry Density (Log) 0.1315 0.163 0.805 0.421 -0.190 0.453 
Retail Density (Log) 0.0844 0.071 1.182 0.238 -0.056 0.225 
Office Density (Log) 0.2143 0.143 1.496 0.136 -0.067 0.496 
Health Density (Log) -0.0455 0.070 -0.650 0.516 -0.183 0.092 
Edu dim 0 0.0342 0.019 1.775 0.077 -0.004 0.072 
Road Density (Log) 0.1300 0.196 0.662 0.509 -0.257 0.517 
Straight Line (Log) -0.1230 0.105 -1.167 0.244 -0.330 0.084 
Train Distance (Log) -0.2450 0.077 -3.196 0.002 -0.396 -0.094 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 0.6708 0.064 10.433 0.000 0.544 0.797 
Pt Service Frequency Dim 0 (Log) 0.0692 0.037 1.846 0.066 -0.005 0.143 

 

Table 48:  Model properties - Alternative Axes model over land use, service provision and socio- 

economic variables 

 
Omnibus:  17.277 Durbin-Watson: 2.168 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 47.432 
Skew:  0.010 Prob(JB): 5.02e-11 
Kurtosis:  4.857 Cond. No. 136. 
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F Travel Behaviour Model - Spatial Smoothing 
 

 
Travel behaviour model (Suburbs - Spatial smoothing) - All times (CY2011), incorporating weekday and weekend 

public transport usage (PTU - SUM), and using spatial smoothing to determine the influence of the calculating 

the public transport usage using a suburb centric approach as opposed to determining usage using a stop centric 

approach. The utilisation model explorer dashboard for this model is shown in Figure 43. Details are shown in 

Tables 49 to 51. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 43: Feature explorer dashboard - Utilisation filter selection. 
 
 

Table 49: Model summary - spatial smoothing model 

 
Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared:  0.900 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.894 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic:  175.1 
Date: Mon, 14 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic):   1.77e-145 
Time: 09:43:40 Log-Likelihood: -51.409 
No. Observations: 330 AIC:  136.8 
Df Residuals: 313 BIC:  201.4 
Df Model: 16 RMSE Residuals 0.0843 

 

Table 50: Summary of the independent variables - spatial smoothing model 
 

 
 

In de p e n de n t Varia b le 

Constant 

co e f 

3.2478 

std e r r t 

0.918 3.537 

P >|t | 
0.000 

[0 .02 

1.441 

5 0.9 7 5 ] 

5.054 Population Dimension 0 0.0514 0.056 0.923 0.357 -0.058 0.161 
Population Dimension 1 -0.0299 0.027 -1.091 0.276 -0.084 0.024 
Income Dimension 0 -0.0864 0.092 -0.938 0.349 -0.268 0.095 
Affluence Dimension 0 0.0346 0.020 1.708 0.089 -0.005 0.075 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.0269 0.033 -0.811 0.418 -0.092 0.038 
Manufacturing Density (Log) -0.0980 0.105 -0.933 0.352 -0.305 0.109 
Service Industry Density (Log) -0.0529 0.117 -0.454 0.650 -0.282 0.176 
Retail Density (Log) -0.1017 0.052 -1.966 0.050 -0.203 8.12e-05 
Office Density (Log) 0.0519 0.105 0.496 0.620 -0.154 0.258 
Health Density (Log) 0.1502 0.051 2.962 0.003 0.050 0.250 
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Table 50 Continued from previous page 

 
In de p e n de n t Varia b le 

University Density (Log) 

co e f 

0.0101 

std e r r t 

0.253 0.040 

P >|t | 
0.968 

[0 .02 

-0.488 

5 0.9 7 5 ] 

0.509 Road Density (Log) 1.0485 0.138 7.622 0.000 0.778 1.319 
Straight Line (Log) -0.1653 0.088 -1.889 0.060 -0.338 0.007 
Train Distance (Log) -0.1401 0.056 -2.481 0.014 -0.251 -0.029 
Stops Sqkm (Log) 1.3398 0.073 18.454 0.000 1.197 1.483 
PT Service Frequency (Log) -0.0013 0.032 -0.041 0.967 -0.064 0.062 

 

 

Table 51: Model properties — spatial smoothing model 

 
Omnibus:  2.557 Durbin-Watson: 1.688 
Prob(Omnibus):   0.279 Jarque-Bera (JB): 2.273 
Skew:  0.161 Prob(JB): 0.321 
Kurtosis:  3.248 Cond. No. 387. 
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G Travel Behaviour Model - Alternative Derivation Methods 
 

 
This sections detailed the results of using different definitions of the dimensions used to generate the base Travel 

Behaviour analysis model, along with detailing different methods that can be used to produce the dimensions. For 

each resulting model, the explained variance for the different approaches is similar to that of the base model detailed 

within the main text, as indicated by the R-Squared in each case. 

 

 

G.1 Travel Behaviour Model - Alternative Dimensions Description 
 

 
This section details the composition of the dimensions for the alternative Travel Behaviour model (Tables 52 to 55). 

 
Table 52: Alternative Dimensions Description - Income dimension summary 

 
Attribute Normalisation Dimension weights 

Income below $300 Log normal -0.50 
Income between $300 and $1000 Log normal -0.50 
Income between $1000 and $2000 Log normal -0.48 
Income over $2000 Log normal -0.51 
Variance explained (proportion)  0.97 

 
Table 53: Alternative Dimensions Description - Affluence dimension summary 

 
Attribute  Normalisation Spatial Normalisation Dimension  0 

weights 

Dimension  1 

weights 

Income over $2000  Log normal TRUE -0.40 -0.64 
Vehicle  ownership (mean Z-score FALSE -0.51 0.75 

per household) 
Rent (average)  Z-score FALSE -0.76 -0.17 
Variance explained 
(proportion)    0.54 0.36 

 
Table 54: Alternative Dimensions Description - Education dimension summary 

 
Attribute Normalisation Spatial Normalisation Dimension 

weights 

School enrolments (mean) Log normal TRUE -0.395 
University enrolments Log normal TRUE -0.514 
Variance explained 
(proportion)   0.998 
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Table 55: Alternative Dimensions Description - Population Density Dimension summary - population 

is normalised by suburb area 

 
Attribute Normalisation Dimension weights 

Ages 0-16 F Log normal -0.367 
Ages 0-16 M Log normal -0.351 
Ages 17-35 F Log normal -0.376 
Ages 17-35 M Log normal -0.374 
Ages 36-64 F Log normal -0.354 
Ages 36-64 M Log normal -0.340 
Ages 65+ F Log normal -0.338 
Ages 65+ M Log normal -0.326 
Variance explained (proportion)  0.96 

 

G.2 Travel Behaviour Model - Alternative Dimensionality Reduction Techniques 
 

 
A number of alternative dimensionality reduction techniques were explored, in addition to PCA, to derive the 

dimensions for the Base Travel Behaviour corresponding to the Population Density, Income, and Affluence dimen- 

sions. This section details the use of an alternative PCA calculation and Factor Analysis to derive these dimensions, 

and the subsequently derived Travel Behaviour analysis models. 

 
 

G.2.1 PCA - Correlation Matrix Derivation 
 

 
An alternative to using the covariance matrix to derive the PCA is to use the correlation matrix. 

The Travel Behaviour Model is detailed in Tables 56 to 58 

Table 56: Model summary - PCA Correlation Matrix Derivation model 

 

Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared: 0.868 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.861 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic: 137.2 
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic): 6.15e-128 
Time: 02:29:57 Log-Likelihood: -154.80 
No. Observations: 330 AIC: 341.6 
Df Residuals: 314 BIC: 402.4 
Df Model: 15   

 

Table 57: Summary of the independent variables - PCA Correlation Matrix Derivation model 

 
Independent Variable coef std err t P>|t| [0.025 0.975] 

Constant -0.2206 1.204 -0.183 0.855 -2.590 2.149 
Population Dimension 0 0.2743 0.062 4.394 0.000 0.151 0.397 
Income Dimension 0 0.3690 0.102 3.627 0.000 0.169 0.569 
Affluence Dimension 0 0.0988 0.036 2.719 0.007 0.027 0.170 
Affluence Dimension 1 0.1830 0.045 4.074 0.000 0.095 0.271 
manufacturing_density_log -0.1078 0.145 -0.744 0.457 -0.393 0.177 
service_industry_density_log 0.1552 0.161 0.961 0.337 -0.163 0.473 
retail_density_log 0.0883 0.070 1.270 0.205 -0.048 0.225 
office_density_log 0.1126 0.141 0.798 0.425 -0.165 0.390 
health_density_log -0.0434 0.068 -0.637 0.525 -0.178 0.091 
university_density_log 1.1406 0.347 3.285 0.001 0.457 1.824 
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Table 57 Continued from previous page 
 

Independent Variable coef std err t P>|t| [0.025 0.975] 

road_density_log 0.1708 0.194 0.879 0.380 -0.212 0.553 
straight_line_log -0.1292 0.102 -1.265 0.207 -0.330 0.072 
train_distance_log -0.2758 0.076 -3.617 0.000 -0.426 -0.126 
stops_sqkm_log 0.6804 0.063 10.728 0.000 0.556 0.805 
PT_Service_frequency_dim_0_log 0.0581 0.037 1.560 0.120 -0.015 0.131 

 

 

Table 58: Model properties - PCA Correlation Matrix Derivation model 

 

Omnibus: 20.193 Durbin-Watson: 2.181 
Prob(Omnibus): 0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 62.854 
Skew: -0.026 Prob(JB): 2.25e-14 
Kurtosis: 5.137 Cond. No. 557. 

 

Dimension Weights are detailed in Tables 59 to 61 

 
Table 59: Income dimension summary - PCA Correlation Matrix Derivation 

 
Attribute Normalisation Dimension weights 

Income below $300 Log normal -0.503 
Income between $300 and $1000 Log normal -0.320 
Income between $1000 and $2000 Log normal -0.8 
Income over $2000 Log normal 0.067 
Variance explained (proportion)  0.97 

 
Table 60: Affluence dimension summary - PCA Correlation Matrix Derivation 

 
Attribute  Normalisation Spatial Normalisation Dimension  0 

weights 

Dimension  1 

weights 

Income over $2000  Log normal TRUE 0.57 0.46 
Vehicle  ownership (mean Z-score FALSE 0.58 -0.81 

per household) 
Rent (average)  Z-score FALSE 0.57 0.36 
Variance explained 
(proportion)    0.53 0.37 
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Table 61: Population density dimension summary - Population age groups and school enrolments den- 

sities were calculated by suburb area (PCA Correlation Matrix Derivation) 

 
Attribute Transform Dimension 0 weights Dimension 1 weight 

Ages 0-16 F Log normal 0.348 0.347 
Ages 0-16 M Log normal 0.059 0.05 
Ages 17-35 F Log normal 0.238 0.27 
Ages 17-35 M Log normal 0.323 0.45 
Ages 36-64 F Log normal 0.659 -0.01 
Ages 36-64 M Log normal -0.102 0.39 
Ages 65+ F Log normal -0.142 0.49 
Ages 65+ M Log normal 0.497 -0.45 
School enrolments Log normal 0.03 0.1 
Variance explained 
(proportion)  0.89 0.08 
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G.2.2 Factor Analysis 

 
An alternative for dimensionality reduction is to use Factor Analysis7 

The Travel Behaviour Model is detailed in Tables 62 to 64 

Table 62: Model summary - Factor Analysis model 

 

Dep. Variable: PTU Density (Log) R-squared: 0.868 
Model: OLS Adj. R-squared: 0.862 
Method: Least Squares F-statistic: 128.9 
Date: Mon, 28 Aug 2017 Prob (F-statistic): 3.54e-127 
Time: 02:31:29 Log-Likelihood: -154.02 
No. Observations: 330 AIC: 342.0 
Df Residuals: 313 BIC: 406.6 
Df Model: 16   

 

Table 63: Factor Analysis Summary of the independent variables - Factor Analysis model 

 
Independent Variable coef std err t P>|t| [0.025 0.975] 

Constant 0.1436 1.217 0.118 0.906 -2.251 2.538 
Population Dimension 0 -0.7936 0.201 -3.951 0.000 -1.189 -0.398 
Population Dimension 1 0.0573 0.042 1.374 0.171 -0.025 0.139 
Income Dimension 0 0.7624 0.223 3.423 0.001 0.324 1.201 
Affluence Dimension 0 -0.1379 0.055 -2.488 0.013 -0.247 -0.029 
Affluence Dimension 1 -0.3976 0.098 -4.039 0.000 -0.591 -0.204 
manufacturing_density_log -0.1267 0.146 -0.869 0.386 -0.413 0.160 
service_industry_density_log 0.1538 0.161 0.953 0.341 -0.164 0.471 
retail_density_log 0.0996 0.071 1.408 0.160 -0.040 0.239 
office_density_log 0.1364 0.142 0.958 0.339 -0.144 0.417 
health_density_log -0.0548 0.069 -0.792 0.429 -0.191 0.081 
university_density_log 1.1395 0.347 3.282 0.001 0.456 1.823 
road_density_log 0.1606 0.196 0.821 0.412 -0.224 0.545 
straight_line_log -0.1450 0.105 -1.380 0.169 -0.352 0.062 
train_distance_log -0.2741 0.076 -3.598 0.000 -0.424 -0.124 
stops_sqkm_log 0.6790 0.063 10.711 0.000 0.554 0.804 
PT_Service_frequency_dim_0_log 0.0587 0.037 1.577 0.116 -0.015 0.132 

 

 

Table 64: Factor Analysis Model properties - Factor Analysis model 

 

Omnibus: 19.417 Durbin-Watson: 2.175 
Prob(Omnibus): 0.000 Jarque-Bera (JB): 58.599 
Skew: -0.011 Prob(JB): 1.89e-13 
Kurtosis: 5.064 Cond. No. 374. 

 

Dimension Weights are detailed in Tables 65 to 67 
 

7Scikit     Learn Factor Analysis -  ?iiT,ffb+BFBi@H2a`MXQ`;fbia#H2fKQ/mH2bf;2M2`ai2/fbFH2a`MX/2+QKTQbBiBQMX 
6a+iQ`AMaHvbBbX?iKH 
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Table 65: Factor Analysis Income dimension summary 

 
Attribute Normalisation Dimension weights 

Income below $300 Log normal -0.79 
Income between $300 and $1000 Log normal -0.78 
Income between $1000 and $2000 Log normal -0.75 
Income over $2000 Log normal -0.80 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 66: Factor Analysis Affluence dimension summary 

 
Attribute  Normalisation Spatial Normalisation Dimension  0 

weights 

Dimension  1 

weights 

Income over $2000  Log normal TRUE -0.42 -0.25 
Vehicle  ownership (mean Z-score FALSE -0.34 0.38 

per household) 
Rent (average)  Z-score FALSE -0.67 0.01 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 67: Factor Analysis Population density dimension summary - Population age groups and school 

enrolments densities were calculated by suburb area 

 
Attribute Transform Dimension 0 weights Dimension 1 weight 

Ages 0-16 F Log normal -0.84 -0.01 
Ages 0-16 M Log normal -0.80 0.00 
Ages 17-35 F Log normal -0.86 0.00 
Ages 17-35 M Log normal -0.85 0.00 
Ages 36-64 F Log normal -0.81 -0.02 
Ages 36-64 M Log normal -0.78 -0.01 
Ages 65+ F Log normal -0.77 -0.02 
Ages 65+ M Log normal -0.74 -0.04 
School enrolments Log normal -0.74 0.69 
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